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Dangerous
drinking games
While many students
find fun in games like
beer pong they pose
major health risks when
students lose track of
how much they
consume | Page 3

Batman
Returns
Film critic Aaron
Helfferich offers a
preview of the highly
anticipated summer
film "The Dark Knight."

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Bush signs bill for
loan increase
By Jasmine Naih
Reporter

There is some good news for students in a bit of a financial bind.
On May 7, President George
W. Bush signed H.R. 5715 into
law, also known as Ensuring
Continued Access to Student
Loans Act of 2008.
This means the government is
increasing Stafford I.oan Limits.
The bill urges the Federal
Financing Bank, the Federal
Reserve and other banks to work
with the Departments of Treasury
and Education to ensure that students and families have access to
federal student loans.

Effective July 1,2008 students will
be able to sign up for the increase.
Associate Director in the Office
of Student Financial Aid Eric
Bucks said the office is trying to
get the word out to students.
"We are sending paper letters to
new students and e-mail notifications to current students," Bucks
said. "They will be given a Web site
to go to tell if they want it or not."
There are two versions of the
Stafford Loan. The government
pays the interest on subsidized
loans, but does not pay interest
on unsubsidized loans, so interSee LOAN | Page 2

Newgadgetsmakework
and play more fun
By Angle Burdge
Reporter

flying into theaters
Friday | Page 6

With help from
'Strangers'
People have always
struggled with
their dreams but
one Toledoan, Tom
Hofbauer, has made
his dream a reality
| Pag.6

John Harbal II
elected new chair of
Board of Trustees
By Alexandria Clark
Reporter

So much to
see in NYC
As columnist Alison
Kemp wraps up her
summer in New York,
she wonders how she
can see it all with what
little time she has left

| Page 4
'Thank you,

Ribeau'
Columnist Conrad
Pritscher reflects on
President Ribeau s
actions, presence and
what he has meant to
the University

| Pag, 4

Learn to throw
like a falcon
Falcon Tyler Sheehan
shows readers a stepby-step way to throw
a football like a quarterback

After walking across the stage
and receiving a degree from the
University 36 years ago, |ohn
Marbal II plans to give back to the
University by taking hold of the
steering wheel during this year of
changes.
Harbal was elected the new
chair of the University Board of
Trustees after serving as a member on the board for the past eight
years in the financial and student
affairs sub committees and serving for the alumni advisory council for the College of Business
Administration.
1 larbal will chair the board until
Iune30,2009.
The Board of Trustees performs
many tasks such as supporting the
efforts of the President and his staff
and establishing and checking the
execution of policy that guides the
administration in the day-to-day
operations of the University.
But as the new chair, Harbal will
be faced with many challenges
and tasks for the upcoming year
with the many changes at the
University.
Harbal doesn't plan to steer the
bus by himself, but with help from
the board and people from the
University as a team.
"Former football coach of Ohio
State University, Woody Hayes, said
'You win with people,'" Harbal said.
"I believe that and by working in
a collaborative way. we can get so
many of these challenges tackled."
Another way Harbal plans to
help lead the board is through

B

John
Harbal II
New chair to the
University Board of
Trustees

communication.
"Communication, communication and communication is a
key ingredient with working with
so many committees and different people of the University," he
said. "1 recently sat down with
the interim president, Dr. Carol
A Cartwright, and |l'm| excited
because we are all on the same
page because she is also a firm
believer of communication."
Harbal said he faces many challenges for the upcoming year, finding a new president in particular.
"I think we have a great process
lined up as we begin the search for
a new president," he said. "We will
be having a meeting on Jury 25 to
select a search firm, which is a very
significant step to us getting closer
to finding a new president."
After the search firm is selected,
they will start identifying the profile of what they want in a president and hopefully by Febniary or
March they will select a presidential candidate to start in lufy.
In addition to that major hurdle,
Harbal is faced with more challenges as a new chair.
One of the challenges is tackling the issue of enrollment and
retention.

With a little over a month before the fall semester begins,
University students can start getting back into the schoolwork mind-set with the help of the latest technological
gadgets that can make the adjustment back to classes
and homework less stressful and more enjoyable.
Arguably the most talked
about and anticipated piece of
technoIogyisthenew3GiPhoiie,
which hit stores last Friday.
Its new features, such as "the
3G data transfers, improved
speakers and microphone, true
GPS. the new App Store and of
course the cheaper price" have
caused people to line up days
before its release, said Chase
Masters, career and technology
education graduate student and
teaching assistant.
Initially, those who purchase the newer model will
only be paying S199, which is
much cheaper compared to the
original. However, AT&T has
increased the price of the plans.
For students who do not
already own an iPhone, Masters
believes the higher plan price
might just be worth it.
"The iPhone can already do
so much and with the introduction of the App Store on Friday,
the possibilities are endless,"
Masters said.
Those with the first generation iPhones can upgrade their
Older model without sigtung
a new two-year contract .nut
paying the higher plan tor the

newest one.
iPhones and newer iPods,
such as the il'od Touch, come
in handy in the classroom, said
Christian Rogers, visual communications and technology
instructor.
"Schools are offering podcasts, which students can listen
to and customize applications
that are educational in usage,"
Rogers said. "For example, Apple
has launched iTuncs U, a podcast database for universities to
post lectures online."
If students are thinking about
purchasing an ultra-portable
laptop to carry to class, C. Wayne
Unsell. dean of the College of
Technology, recommends the
Lenovo Thinkpad X300 or the
Mac Book Air.
On a less educational note,
Unsell also suggests several Web
sites that allow personalization
and organization tor students.
Pandora is a site that allows
students to create their own
radio station with their favorite
ait isis for free.
lolt is another free service that

See HARBAL | Page 2

NoWOH DEBUTS NEW ARTISTS' WORK
If you had the money,
what gizmo would you

If you don't know,
just Cha-Cha
By Steve Kunkler

buy?

Reporter

NICKSCHROEDER.
Juniw. VCT
"A time machine."

I
ITTI

;

|Page4

TODAY
Mostly Sunny
High: 90, Low: 68
PHOTO PROVIDED BY NOWOH ART SHOW

j

TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High: 93. '.ow: 69

STARVING ARTISTS UNITE: Arts Administration intern Megan Ginter helps artist Scott DaHington enter his work in the first-ever Now Ohio
2008 Summer Art Show at BGSU. Nearly 80 artists horn eight counties in Northwest Ohio entered over 200 pieces of art to be on display during
the NoWOH art show, which opens Friday. July 18. at 7 pm and runs through Sunday. July 27 Awards will be given out to the artists Friday (rexn 7
p.m to 9 pm and gallery hours are Friday. Saturday and Sunday from 11 am. to 4 pm. and Thursday from 7 pm. to 9 p.m. Artists from Erie, Fulton.
Hancock. Henry Lucas. Sandusky. Williams and Wood counties participated

If you've ever wondered why
the chicken crossed the road
or who the high school basketball state champion was in
Oklahoma in 1962, then just
Cha-Cha it.
Cha-Cha is a free mobile
answer service that allows
users to ask any question they
want by texting 242242 or calling l-8O0-2ChaCha, and then
they receive an answer from
one of the active guides who
work for the company.
The service is available 24
hours seven days a week.
The answers are provided by
guides who receive the texted
question as an e-mail. One of
the research experts receives a
text and then sends the information requested with a link
of where the information was
found back to the sender.
While Cha-Cha only has
around 75 full-time employees, there are around 15,000
active guides located in every
state in the United States.

"I asked how many
ping-pong balls it
would take to fill up
a 747 jet."
<ristian Nitsch | Junior

But before texting in
the hopes of getting all the
answers to every question,
Cha-Cha reminds people who
visit their Web site that their
answers may not be what they
appear.
The answers people receive
are not guaranteed to be accurate or complete, according to
the company's Web site. The
Web site also suggests that all
the information relating to
a topic or query may not be
answers that will satisfy those
asking the questions.
One of the active guides is
Drew Looser, a junior majoring in psychology, who has
See CHA-CHA | Page 5
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BLOTTER

underage under the influence and
open container

HARBAL

FRIDAY

1:12 A.M.
D. Shaun Michael Johnson. 20. of
Toledo, was cited for public urination

From Page 1

249 A.M.
.,week. 25. of
Defiance and Rassheen Dunn. 28,
of Bowling Green, were arrested for
possession of drug paraphernalia.

1:34 A.M.
Tomas W. Miller. 19. of Fremont, was
cited for underage possession of
alcohol

453 P.M.
vnn Slane. 20. of Bowling
' Green, was arrested for disorderly
'•nee.

11:51 P.M.
Adoldo Mariscal-Lopez. 22. of
Bowling Green, was arrested for
criminal damage, domestic violence
and assault

SATURDAY
1259 AM
i G Boose. 47. of Bowling
Green.
For domestic

MONDAY
1:35 A.M.
James Lybarger. 29. of Rudolph.
Ohio, was arrested for disorderly
conduct

i 6 02 AM.
Ryan D Instone. 20. of Portage.
. Ohio, was cited for underage under
I

240 A.M.
Jose E. Manzanarez. 33. of
Perrysburg. was arrested for open
■notor vehicle.

10 03P.M.
Ted A. Bergman. 23. of Bowling

OVI.
ONLINE:

11:35 A.M.

.J Go to bgnews.com for

i* the complete blotter list.

■Heck. 20. of Bowling
foi underage

CITYC
BRIE r

SUNDAY
12 01AM.
Jeffrey R. Shelby. 19. of Concord.
d Michael Saunders.
Ilsboro. Ohio, were cited for
underage possession of alcohol and
i t.uner.

The city police arrested two men and cited
two others after a fight outside Taco Bell
early Tuesday morning.

.

GADGETS

Eric Sargent. 23. of Bowling Green,
was cited for disorderly conduct
and fighting and Ryan Canterbury,
22. of Bowling Green, was cited for
obstructing official business after he
toed to pull dn officer off Garrett

Leedell Garrett, 20. of Bowling Green,
and Anthony Thiebaut. 41. of Rudolph.
Ohio, were arrested after a verbal confrontation turned physical

12:47 AM
Jorge Mila Vasilios. 20. of
Walbridge. Ohio, was cited for

A witness said Thiebaut was taunting Garrett and then Garrett punched
Thiebaut several times in the head.
When police arrived on the scene.
Garrett resisted arrest and was
beaten with batons and sprayed with
pepper spray until he complied with
orders

Taco Bell brawl results
in arrests

1226 A.M.
Gabnelle J. Knafler. 20. was arrested

"Enrollment and retention
represent revenue and the
more students enrolled allows
us to be effective," he said.
Other challenges are devising a strategic plan to identify
centers of excellence, buildings
around campus that need to be
renovated, including residence
halls and outlining a budget
for the fiscal years of 2010 and
2011, with the initial draft due
Nov. 30.2008.
But even though there are
various, different challenges
the University will face, Harbal
said all the challenges have one
similar priority.
"All these challenges we will
face and the outcome of the
results all serve for the good
of the students," Harbal said.
"The students are our highest
priority and giving them a great
environment."
Some people have positive

feelings about Harbal as the
new chair and believe he will
lead the bbard efficiently.
Linda Dobb, executive vice
president and secretary to the
Board of Trustees, said Harbal
is up for the job.
"He's been here for a number
of years and he is a big supporter
and fan of the University." Dobb
said. "He has a lot of challenges
ahead such as findingu new president, working with the interim
president and strategic planning
but he is up to the tasks."
Theresa Smith, junior
and Undergraduate Student
Government member, said
Harbal is a key ingredient in
leadingthe University through
this uncertain time.
"I'm glad we have a familiar
face still here at the University
to lead us with so many new
faces that will be here in the
fall," Smith said. "He is an
instrumental player and he
will lead the board to the right
direction under his leadership
as new chair." '

LOAN
From Page 1
est starts accruing right when the
money is borrowed.
All dependent undergraduate students whose parents cannot borrow the PLUS Loan will
be able to receive an additional
$2,000, according to the National
Association of Student Financial
and Administrators' Web site.
All independent undergraduates can borrow an additional
$6,000, while juniors and seniors
can receive an additional $7,000.
"Itisabouttimethegovemment
recognized the high increasing
costs of tuition by increasing the
unsubsidized loans," said senior
Elizabeth Holt Maddox.
Although Maddox is for paying
less in the long run, she isn't sure if
the new law will help.
"It may turn out to be a hindrance," she said. "It is just more
money we will be stuck paying
back with higher interest rates."
The University is not the only
a digital camera to a computer or
online sharing sites.
The advantage of using the
card is it can transfer your photos
to your computer right after you
take the picture, provided you are
in a wireless network, Briars said.
"It can upload them instantly to
photos sharing sites, printing sites
and wen Facebook," he said.
Blu-ray, which has been a
major topic of discussion when
being compared to HI) DVD, has
"won the format war," according
to Briars.

From Page 1
"transcribes voice messages you
send via a toll free number into
text, then e-mails a transcription
of the message to you," Unsell
said, and added it is great for
reminders and memos.
For people who love taking
pictures, Unsell and junior VCT
major lustin Briars both recommend the Eye-Fi card, which
transfers photos wirelessly from

school offering this, since it is a
nationwide federal program.
The bill will also affect the ACG
and SMART Grant Programs by
directing all savings generated by
the bill to the two programs.
Effective Ian. 1, 2009, an additional fifth year will be added to
SMART Grant eligibility for programs that require five years.
It will also allow students
attending part-time and eligible
non-citizens to qualify for ACG
and SMART Grants.
It extends first-year ACG eligibility to students enrolled in at least
a one-year certificate program
and extends second-year ACG to
students enrolled in at least a twoyear certificate program.
Undergraduate independent
students enrolled in teacher certification courses will actually
see an additional unsubsidized
Stafford annual limit decrease
from $7,000 to $6,000.
The goal is to process everything
by the payment date, July 24.
For more information, go to
nasfaa.org.

Offering more than five times
the storage capacity of traditional
DVDs, the high definition content
is evident with more vivid colors
and a sharper picture.
And with Blu-ray players coming down in price since they were
first introduced, college students
may find this to be a better priced,
higher quality option.
With so many options to choose
from, college students are sure
to find a new gadget to enhance
their educational and recreational
pursuits.
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The dangers of drinking in college
Wellness Connection warns students about potentially lethal consequences of overdrinking
By Tony Hunter
Reporter

The Wellness Connection will
be busy this fall educating students on how to protect themselves from high risk drinking
behaviors.
One of the most dangerous
alcoholic consumption behaviors, drinking games, was featured in an article on FoxNews.
com this month.
The article told the story of a
20-year-old biochemistry major
from Winona State University
in Minnesota who died on the
couch at her friend's house after
a night of drinking games this
past spring.
Sadly, these types of consequences are becoming more of
a problem with college campuses around the nation.
According to FoxNews.com,
the number of alcohol poisoning

■■■■■■■■ra

deaths for college students has
doubled in the last five years.
Ryan lones, sophomore, said
he has played many different
drinking games with his friends
since he has been a student at
the University.
" In order to get the maximum
wasted it's like 'Let's play drinki ng games'," lones said. "We play
beer pong, quarters, kings, flipcup and just about every game
imaginable."
Junior Amanda Lynch is part
of the Wellness Connection
peer-to-peer programs that
help educate students on how
to manage alcohol.
Lynch said she personally
has chosen not to drink and
is always reminding people
she knows and students in her
programs to stay safe when
drinking.
"We don't preach abstinence
from drinking," Lynch said.

"We just try to educate students
about low risk drinking and
how to stay safe when they are
drinking."
Lynch said she warns students in her programs about the
dangers of drinking games and
how easy it is to lose track of the
amount of alcohol consumed.
"We really can't stop people
from playing beer games,"
Lynch said. "It's a choice people
have to make."
The choice of whether to participate in high-risk drinking
behaviors is not as popular as
some may think, according to
research done by the Wellness
Connection.
Most students choose either
not to drink or stay safe when
they do consume alcohol,
according to surveys conducted
with students by the University.
The surveys are a powerful
tool in influencing freshmen

from unhealthydrinking behaviors, said Wellness Connection
Health Educator Julia Metcalf.
"We found there is this perception out there that students
think their peers are drinking excessively," Metcalf said.
"There are some students that
are safe when they do choose to
drink, and there are some who
choose not to drink at all."
For now, Lynch and the rest
of the people at the Wellness
Connection will prepare for
the incoming freshmen class in
hopes of encouraging them to
not make the same mistakes
that many college age students
have made in the past.
"If you want to party and
you want to drink it's going to
be there for you," Lynch said.
"We just want to make sure
students are doing it the safest
way possible."
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VROOM, VROOM: Cars from all eras of history line the downtown stretch of Main Street.
The annual cat show attracted car enthusiasts of all ages

CHA-CHA
From Page 1

been a Cha-Cha research expert
for around three weeks. Before
he was accepted to be a research
expert, Looser had to take an
initial test followed by Cha.Cha
sending 15 questions for him to
answer.
According to Looser, a ChaCha member must be over 87
percent accurate before being
accepted as a research expert.
There is a lot of variety to the
questions asked Looser said,
including random questions
covering almost any topic one
can think of.
"You get a lot of strange questions like 'Who was the state
champion in basketball in
Oklahoma in 1962'," Looser said.
While Looser has answered
questions about high school basketball, Kristian Nitsch, a junior
majoring in psychology who has

Aardvark

used Cha-Cha for around two
months, has asked his share of
random questions as well.
"I asked how many ping-pong
balls it would take to All up a 747
jet," Nitsch said. "It was some
absurd number that they had to
figure out with cubic feet."
While few students have heard
of the messaging service, graduate student Danielle Anderson
thought she would try it out.
She asked "Why did the
chicken cross the road?" and
received the answer: "There
is new research that reveals
an inbuilt magnetic compass
guiding domestic chickens
when they do venture across
the asphalt."
Anderson liked the idea of
being able to get a quick response
to almost any question she could
think of at any time.
"It's like having Google on
your phone," Anderson said.
"Whenever you have a question,
you can just text Cha-Cha."
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"Former football coach of Ohio State University, Woody Hayes said,
You win with people."' - John Harbal II, From Page 1

[HE bTREET

If you had the money, what gizmo would you buy?
"An iPod because I
lost mine."

"The Kindte from
Amazon.com."

"A jet pack"

Wednesday, July 16.2008 4

'An old jukebox*

I*

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion (or

KIARAiAWLER,
Freshman,

TIIELETE,

MIKE LEWS,
Graduate Student
Popular Culture

Senior.
Political Science

Eady Childhood Education

©

Tons of studies have been
conducted that show previous
generations were much
happier than we are now,
especially those of us in my
college-aged generation. They
had more friends and more
fun than we do. But how? We
have big-screen TVs, DVDs,
cell phones, video games and
the Internet.
Put simply, all these things
serve to overload and desocialize
us. Video games may seem like
fun, and at times they certainly
are, but when was the last time
you threw your controller at
the screen? If you're me, it was
earlier this morning. If this is the
response video games trigger,
shouldn't they be considered a

I can't speak for everybody,
but I know that I would prefer
having money. Stuff can
become worthless, like that
plasma television, but
distorted time for 60-inch
money is always valuable.
I save the worst of
everybody in every myHowever,
criticism for the Internet,
MP3 players and cell phones.
sector of society." These
three are causing our
generation to commit social
source of frustration instead of suicide, and we're fighting to
be next in line.
a cure to it?
Cell phones have completely
Big-screens TVs, movies
and things of this nature distorted time for everybody
also don't really increase in every sector of society. Now,
our happiness beyond a few we can reach others and be
fleeting days. While having reached ourselves at most
to physically move your head hours of the day. It's like we're
to see different parts of the socially on-call 24/7.
I remember being a kid,
TV is a pretty cool feeling, is
it worth the thousand dollars leaving a message with my
you paid for it? Sure you might friend's mom or dad, and
have a hundred movies, but having to wait a whole day to
really, when was the last get a response. Now, instead
time you watched "Maid in of being patient and waiting,
Manhattan"? People spend we get jittery and agitated if
hundreds, even thousands
See EGGENBERGER I
■5
on amassing useless stuff.

"Cell phones
have completely

Leadership, trust, kindness and
President Ribeau
OMRIMROB

r COLUMNIST

I served under President Sidney
Ribeau until 2002.1 only talked
with him once and said hello
a few times, yet my sense of
him is that he is trustworthy,
kind, wise and a fine leader
from whom we can still learn
by noticing his qualities.
President Ribeau said many
great things, but his silent
behavior spoke loudly about the
value of trusting and kindness.
President Ribeau reminds me
of Theodore Ruben's comment:
"Kindness is more important
than wisdom, and realizing that
is the beginning of wisdom."
He also reminds me of the
President of General Electric,
J. Immelt, who referred to
inquisitiveness first when
speaking about three qualities
of leadership.
I had the impression that he
trusted those under him to do
their jobs. Those under him, at
least me, did not feel as though
I was under him. He acted as
though his job was to provide
conditions to would help me
be a better professor to help my
students become wise, trusting
and kind.
What would all the knowledge
in the world do for one if
they were not wise and kind?
Trusting oneself and others is a
way of being wise and kind.
I don't know him well
enough to say that he practices
stem goals but my guess is,
more often than not, he would
increase the tendency to let
things happen rather than
make things happen.
If you notice many of his
pictures you will note that he
had frequent attacks of smiling.
He seemed to have feelings of

"... his silent
behavior spoke
loudly about the
value of trusting
and kindness."
being connected with others
and perhaps nature.
He also seemed to have
the tendency to think and act
spontaneously rather than from
fears based on past experience.
A part of his wisdom seemed to
be that he had the unmistakable
ability to enjoy each moment
and to make the best out of each
experience.
He also seemed to have lost
the ability to worry, and he lost
interest in conflict. Perhaps he
even lost interest in interpreting
the actions of others except when
his job called for it. Great leaders
lose interest in judging others
and judging self. My guess is that
he was compassionate to self
and others without expecting
anything in return.
I mention these stem goals
and behaviors because they
seem to be characteristics of
great leaders and, they are the
kinds of characteristics that
good education and wisdom
develops.
As was mentioned before,
kindness is more important than
wisdom so that if we could learn
tobe kind to ourselves and others,
we may then automatically
develop these other types of
behaviors mentioned above.
I don't recall President Ribeau
making statements such as the
University trains too much and
educates too little (what I often
say). He didn't say that because

for most of us, it would go in
one ear and out the other. Great
leaders teach more by example
than by what they say.
I believe President Ribeau
may also agree with Thomas
lefferson's idea about education:
"IEducation] is that which helps
one decide for oneself what
will secure or endanger one's
freedom." President Ribeau may
even agree with Albert Einstein
whose view of education was:
"That which develops the ability
for one to think something
that can't be learned from
textbooks."
If more professors and
administrators believed with
President Ribeau and GE
President Immelt, that an
important quality of leadership
is inquisitiveness, we may have
more people agreeing with
Einstein who said: "Is it any
wonderthatthe modem methods
of instruction have not entirely
strangled the holy curiosity of
inquiry; for this delicate little
plant.besidesstimulation,stands
mainly in need of freedom." A
person primarily educated (not
primarily trained) has a greater
chance of being more intuitive
as President Ribeau seems to be.
Those arethekindsof qualities
that arise when one is educated
rather than primarily trained.
Let's hope our new President has
these qualities.
Thank you President Ribeau.
Howard University is lucky to
have you.
— Pritscher is a professor
emeritus and author of
"Reopening Einsteins Thought
About What Can't Be Learned
from Textbooks," to be published
in July 2008. Respond to his
coktmnatthenews@bgnews.com.

Alison Kemp
Columnist
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210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
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BROOKLYN — My days here
are quickly winding down.
I realized that I have only
two more weekends entirely to
myself to get all the things done
I want to get done.
This worries me. I don't
even know what other things
I'd really like to do before
returning to Ohio.
I've been to the biggies:
the Metropolitan Museum
of Art (including Jeff Koons's
giant sculpture exhibit on the
roof, which was fantastic),
the Museum of Modern Art,
Central Park, Macy's, Times
Square, the Fifth Avenue
shopping district, the United
Nations, Coney Island, the
Brooklyn Bridge, China Town
and the Theater District.
I've spent a good amount of

E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnewscom
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don't know where
to start..."
time sitting in parks reading,
which is something else that I
wanted to do. I've even attended
a handful of free events, which
were mostly quite spectacular.
Random, off-the-beaten-path
places have occupied a fair
share of my time, too; places
like the Museum of the City
of New York (free on Sunday
mornings), Grant's Tomb (free)
and searching for the uncleaned
section of Grand Central
Terminal's
constellationcovered ceiling (free, northeast
corner of the ceiling).
I've bought the necessary "I
*# NY"shirts(theyareavailable
on colored T-shirts now) and
eaten the cheesecake, cannoli,
hot dogs and pizza.

But there still are things left
I'd like to do.
Two musicals are on my
list: "Spring Awakening" and
"Avenue Q."
There's so much Brooklyn
exploring I'd like to do, but I
don't know where to start and
don't want to get lost in the
dark, so I'm not sure if I'll be
able to give up weekend time to
accomplish this.
The Guggenheim Museum
is definitely a must, especially
because they have a large
collection
of Kandinsky
paintings (my favorite). The
other art I'd like to view is at
The Frick Collection, which has
a lot of older, European work in
the mansion of steel magnate
Henry Clay Frick.
Another trip to Coney Island
would be great, too, because
this could be my last chance
ever to see the freak show or
experience the amusements
and boardwalks without
See KEMP | Page 5

Anything is bad in excess.
Especially indecisiveness.
Levi Joseph
Wonder
Columnist

I've observed an intriguing
and indicative trend in my
columns as of late: every
single one I write is selfreferential in nature, they've
been exceptionally whiny and
filled with loads of phony
existential
philosophy
and Indirect references to
emotional distress (a bad habit
of mine) and I think they're
an outward manifestation
of a burgeoning self-esteem
problem in the deep recesses

LORI WEBER CAMPUS EDITOR PULSE EDITOR

AMY GOSTKDWSKL COPY CHIEF

feedback at bgnewicom.

MOUaWCKMAN I THEKNEWS

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

CARRIE CRANE, DESIGN EDITOR

"There's so much
Brooklyn exploring
I'd like to do, but I

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP HEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the paper
and online extras

a question? Give us your

Travelin' the Globe:
Coming to the final stretch

Modern society is too impersonal
Brian
Eggenberger
Columnist

COUNHELB.
Doctoral Student
American Cultural Studies

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio,
sbdeshows and video
add to the story
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"I'm actually turning
into a surreptitiously
cynical egotistical jerk."
of my gray matter. Every
time I write a new column,
I feel a little bit melancholy,
and sometimes a mysterious
lassitude consumes my
body after the column's
completion.
Now of course, such fatigue
and feelings of unpleasantness
are short lived (and usually
expire within about 30
minutes of my completion of a
column), but they're becoming
more and more frequent in
how I tend to experience
them.
I keep writing about the
ways I feel, think and act here
at college, and these columns
I write (including the one
you're reading right now, dear

reader) are becoming a sort
of moping-heavy personal
journal for me to document
the "deepness of my thoughts"
and all of the "trials and
tribulations" I've had to
endure in my time at college.
Wow. I can be ferociously
self-indulgent
and selfdeprecating at the same time!
Am I turning emo?
No.
I'm actually turning into
a surreptitiously cynical
egotistical jerk with emo
tendencies.
So I guess that makes me
emo-tistlcal.
But, unfortunately, that
previously-mentioned
bit
about a newfound self-esteem
problem is, according to my
analysis, entirely accurate.
Don't worry; this isn't
anything serious. I'm Just
See WONDER | PageS
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EGGENBERGER
From I
we don't get a text back in
11 seconds. I almost caught
myself getting up from a nice
dinner with my girlfriend and
her grandparents to answer
my phone.
But even more than I hate
cell phones, I hate MP3 players.
Rather than interacting with
other human beings on our
walks to class, our runs at the
gym and our strolls around
the park, we can simply plug
in and listen to our favorite
tunes. Wonderful. We have
successfully
prevented
ourselves from meeting new
and interesting people who are
doing similar things in close
proximity to us. Think about it.
The people around you in any
of those examples are probably
interested in similar things as
you, like school, working out
or nature. It's like someone
is handing us a free ticket to
the tropical paradise of New
Friendsland and we're ignoring
them. God must be crying
himself to sleep at night.
The Internet is worse still.
Through e-mail, blogs, forums
and usernames, we can do
so much harm to others and
ourselves. Internet anonymity
is nice for surfing, um,
"questionable content" but
it also gives safety to weasel's
who seek to make our lives
miserable.
The Internet also creates an
entirely new reality for many of
us. Rather than going outside
and talking to our annoying
neighbors, we can log on and
chat about things we care about

with people we don't know and
will never meet. So instead of
socializing and learning to
tolerate people we hate, we can
plug in for hours and only have
to physically interact with the
pizza guy.
Everything I've talked about
can be a lot of fun, but our
generation is over saturated
with "fun"things. What weneed
to realize is that happiness is a
relative concept, and in order
to appreciate the good, we
must also experience the bad.
You need a jerk to recognize
a friend and bad times to be
thankful for good ones.
Previous generations didn't
get a choice. Our parents
learned how to be friends with
people who were nothing like
them. Their expectations of
others were lower. So when
something good did happen,
or someone good came along,
it meant exponentially more
to them than to us. Consider
this analogy: A grilled cheese
sandwich looks far more
delicious to a starving man
than to someone who eats
lobster every day.
If we are to be happy
individuals in a happy society,
we need to learn to appreciate
our neighbors, no matter which
way they vote or what car they
drive. We also need to look
inside ourselves for happiness
instead of resorting to our stuff.
No one purchase has ever given
me happiness. But if someone
out there has managed to buy
satisfaction, please let me know
what, where and how much!
— Respond to Brian at

thaiews9bgnews.com.
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in all of the boroughs, and
I've been to Staten Island,
Manhattan and Brooklyn. My
Bronx plan includes riding the
4 subway line up to the Bronx
because you can see inside
Yankee Stadium as the subway
car goes past. I also want to
see the stadium before it's torn
down.
Shea Stadium, which is
in Queens, will also be torn
down at the end of the year. I'd
like to make a journey there.
Unfortunately, I don't know of
anything else to do in Queens.
The New York Botanical
Gardens are in the Bronx, so I

wouldn't mind checking those
out, either.
I have a slight obsession
with taking pictures of plants.
When I went to the Brooklyn
Botanic Garden. I took over 100
pictures in an hour and a half. I
wish 1 knew more about plants,
especially flowers, so 1 think a
visit there would be worth it.
But I know that as I go along.
I'll come up with more places
I'd like to see and visit.
Thereisanendlessamountof
opportunities here, but I don't
think it's possible for anyone
to see and do it all. I know I'll
have another set of marathon

weekends the next two weeks,
but I will have to be content
with what I accomplish.
There's just too much to do
here, and even if I lived the
entire rest of my life here, I
still don't think it would
be possible to see it all. The
exhibits are always changing.
The art collections are always
acquiring new pieces. And
even as the season changes,
the views here will change,
too.

take everything I hear from
other people (opinions,
philosophies,
lifestyles)
with a hearty dose of blatant
From I
skepticism.
This tendency stems from
referring to the ways that
college life can cause one's some residual nihilistic
thought patterns in my brain.
self esteem to drop.
The good thing about it is
But 1 guess that I'm
just not tough enough. t hat it helps me to consider all
After all, resilience and kinds of different viewpoints
mental fortitude are not and to treat them as if they
characteristics that I would were all equally credible.
But, that advantage comes
necessarily classify myself
with a significantly negative
with.
Now is this statement really side effect: I can't make up
true, or is it a lie fabricated by my mind about anything.
Morals, religious beliefs,
my self-purported minor selfspirituality, philosophical
esteem problem?
And my other personality- life outlooks, lifestyles, social
quirks don't help to solve activities and opinions about
things, because when my anything all get stamped with
habitual indecisiveness is a giant gray "NEUTRAL" from
mixed into the equation, my point of view.
I seriously can't make up
things only become more
my mind about anything
opaque and uncertain.
or
nonMy indecisiveness really controversial
is a problem for me. It absolute.
My desire to remain openautomatically makes me

minded about such topics
has resulted in complete
and total homogenization
of my opinions about
everything.
Although my emotions
may still contain preference
for certain explanations
and types of thought, my
logic often overrides it
immediately.
In other words, while my
immediate "gut" reaction to
something might be to lash
out or approve willingly of
someone's opinion, my mind
comes in to negate such
emotions.
It's almost as if I'm losing
some of my humanity.
If there's anything 1 know
about life (and I know barely
anything about it so far),
it's that life is about giving
yourself a reason to live.
Sometimes we are given
reasons to live. Other times
we must adopt new ones.

logic seems to have essentially
neutered a vital part of my
humanity.
Sure, I may be a little bit
more open-minded because
of my habitual decisiveness,
but the cost of it is \hat my
passion seems to have
partially left me.
And what is life without
some passion to kick you out
of bed at 8 a.m.?
Maybe I'm being really
whiny. Or maybe I'm really
having a hard time with this
whole... crap.
There
goes
my
indecisiveness again.
See what I mean? I
can't even form opinions
anymore!

KEMP
From Page 4

anything substantially new.
Plans are in progress for
a $1.5 billion complex that
would feature high-rise hotels,
retail stores, movie theaters,
an indoor water park and a
new roller coaster.
If the plans go through,
Coney Island won't be the
slightly seedy, step-back-intime that it now is.
I also need to make a journey
to both the Bronx and Queens.
I want to be able to set foot

WONDER

But

my

— Respond to Alison at

0wnews9bgnews.com.

— Respond to Lent at

thenews9bgnews.com.

emotion-killing

Rise Above High-Risk Drinking... I We've got your next place!
Most BGSU students are.
• 89.2% of BGSU students do not let alcohol
use affect their academic performance.

PETS ALLOWED

with a $300.00 nonrefundable pet deposit
at these buildings:
733,755,777 Manville

841 Eighth Street

640 Eighth Street

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
LIMIT 1 PERSON

• 98.7% of BGSU students do not use
alcohol daily, however, 45.8% of BGSU students
think that students use alcohol daily at BGSU.
The BGSU high-risk drinking rate has decreased
3.3% since 2002 and 5.6% since 2000.

451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from Offenhauer. Furnished efficiency
apartments with full bath. Assigned parking and laundry in the
building. One Person Occupancy Only. School Year - S395.00 per
month. One Year- $370.00 per month

TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
Rates shown for Two Person Occupancy.
One to Three Person Rates Available.
505 CLOUGH STREET

Brought to you by the Wellness Connection, Student Health Service, and NCAA B!G Choices
Data taken from the 2(106 ACMA Health Assessment.

Behind Kinko's.
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Extra
Vanity. School year - S63O.0O per
month. One year - $530.00 per month.

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. Or Unturn. One Bdtm. One
Bath. School year -$590.00 per
month. One year - S490.00 per month.

www.bqsu.edu/studentinsurance
for more information about the
Required Student Insurance Program

ragtetewdfor&acjnaa
urs on main campus
are required to have health insurance.
' Students can anrofl in the BGSU-offered insurance plan via thek MyBGSU
pages, using the "Student Insurance Requirement" Ink.
</ Students can also use the 'Student insurance Requirement" Rnk to
complete the waiver form. You wi need a copy of your current insurance
plan and insurance identification card.
** Read all information on the Student Insurance Requirement webpage.
' you receive an Accounts Hold for 'Required Health Insurance,*
this is for information only. You wii! stili be abie to get your
grades and register for classes.

701 FOURTH STREET

649 SIXTH or
707 SIXTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two Bdrm, One
Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year - S565.00 per month.
One year - S475.00 per month.

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Ot Unfurn. Two bedrooms
School year ■ $590.00 per month.
One year - $490.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath W/
Vanity in Bdrms.
School year ■ $800.00 per month
One year - $480.00 per month.

840-850 SIXTH STREET

818 SEVENTH STREET

831 SEVENTH STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall
Vanity. School year - $565.00 per
month. One year • $475.00 per month

Furn. Ot Unfurn. One Bath & Hall
Vanity. School year - $560.00 per
month One year ■ $485.00 per month.

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

FOREST APARTMENT

Unfurnished I"baths,
dishwasher. School year - $630.00 per
month. One year - $530.00 per month.

Napoleon at S. College.
Furn Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall
Vanity. School year - $555.00 per
month. One year • $475 00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two full baths.
School year - S620.OO per month.
One year • $540.00 per month

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
722 ELM STREET

710 ELM STREET

Three bedrooms Tenant

Three bedrooms. Tenant pays
utilities. Deposit equals to one
month's rent.
One person- $600/month
Two people- $850/month
Three people- $890/month
Has a washer and dryer.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09

pays utilities. Deposit equal
to one month's rent.
One person - $600/month
Two people- $650/month
Three people- $690/month
Has a garage for storage
Limit 3people. Limit 3 cars
Lease 8/21/08 - 8/8/09

temember to complete the Required Student insurance Process by
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

Bursar
ALL BGSU Students can use the Student Health Service
regardless of their health insurance coverage.

JOHN

NEWLOVE
JSW Sitate. %c.

330 N. Church St.

319 E. Wooster Street
(located Ac«"-;
* i Re
Rental Office 419-354-2260

Houis Mon -Fri. 8:30 5:30
Sat. 8:30 5:00
\vwwiohnnt .

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

Three Bedroom lower duplex.
Close to downtown.

419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

$695.00 per month plus utilities.
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WHAT TO DO
IN TOWN
NoWOH Art Show
.

Friday. Jury 18 • Sunday.

3

The first summer

director
ells trials,
triumphs

Jury 27

community art exhibition
kicks off with local artists
and learning opportunities
for students.
Call (419)-372-8585 for
more information.

Easystreet
Cafe Comics
Tuesday. July 22

Story by Lori Weber | Campus and Pulse Editor

Comedian Mark Fradl
headlines a night of quirky

tape recorder on the nightstand by his bed. The
closer than his glasses, phone or alarm clock.
I Yen with his eyes closed, Tom llofbauer automatically
gratis the recorder in the dark.
I le mumbles something into the electronic device.
The unshaven loledoan spins his dream onto the recording tape us it slowly winds around the plastic wheel, noting
everything he speaks. He keeps his eyes closed; processing the
image, keeping it alive a little while longer to better understand it.
To make sense of it
Hofbauer takes these visions and creates life — movies, impmvisational comedy routines, sketches, screenplays, film ideas and directorial works. He is an alchemist of the entertainment industry. The saltand-peppered veteran dabbles with concoctions of humor, drama and a
touch of neart.strings.Tom Hofbauer is a director. He makes movies.
He turns off the tape recorder. Opens his eyes. Sets the recorder down.
Prepares for his day.
later, he'll listen to it to see if it made sense.

fun with Nickey Winkleman
9 pm.
Admission $5
(S5 with student ID)

GET OUTTA TOWN:
TOLEDO AREA

Chicles Mix 08

Sec DIRECTOR | Page 7
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Thursday. July 17
Chicks for Charity is raising
money for Assistance Dogs
of America.
5:50 p.m. to 9p.m.
$55 each/$20 Junior
Chicks (20 and under)
Nairobi Event Pavilion at the

Psychadelic rock band Ekoostik
This bat will
take flight again Hookah content in Columbus
By Scott Recker
City Ed'tor

Toledo Zoo
(419)241-2221 for info and
ask for Shannon.

While at a ueekK songwriters
co-op in a basement bar in April
1991, something happened that
singer songwriter and mainly
MIIIi musician lohn Mullins did
not expect he formed a hand
Vlmost 17 years later the magic
andchemistr) issiiii there.
Ekoostik Hookah, which is
composed Ol Mullins and his
long-time hand mates, will he
performing at the Centennial
lerrace in support of their Live
at The Newport DVD. which
was released on May23.
When the hand started in
1991, it was only a duo. lohn

Splash Bash
Saturday. July 19
Perrysburg, Ohio
Families can make water
magic and be entertained
by cool, wet activities.
Experience summer!
Town Center at Levis
Commons
(419)931-8888 for info

Ekoostik Hookah
Saturday. July 19
Sylvania. Ohio
Centennial Terrace hosts
psychedelic rock band
Ekoostik Hookah.
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.

I'M BATMAN':

Bale's
"p actor's death

Admission $20

ELSEWHERE
Ann Arbor
Wednesday, July 16 Saturday. July 19

'Batman Begins sequel The Dark Knight
will open this weekend as midnight
showings are already beginning to fill up
By Aaron Hrlffriich

The Ann Arbor Street Fair
10a.m.to9p.m.(W-F)
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. (Sat.)
The AASF features over 174
artists, the Potters Guild,
and free performances.

THEY SAID IT
"Now comes
the part where I
relieve you, the
little people, of the
burden of your
failed and useless
lives. But remember,
as my plastic
surgeon always said:
if you gotta go; Go
with a smile."
-Jack Nicholson

In the following weeks, guitarist and friend Dave Weissinan has
Steve Swene) and Bassist Cliff watt lied the hand grow since its
Starbuck took notice to the duo early days.
and sat in with them.
i hey have evolved together
"It just kind of blossomed from as musicians.' Weissinan said.
The) have played close to 2.000
there," Mullins said.
Ekoostik Hookah, who have shows together."
Weissman believes there is a
released eight albums and host
one of Ohio's most populat fes- reason the band has been able
tivals twice a year, are a group lo pla\ so main live shows and
ol diverse musicians who put still keep the music interesting.
What keeps them fresh is, I
few limits on their musical style
iliink. they have the ability to
and expansion.
create new music [withl their
"We didn't waul to be one
songs through Improvisation,"
specific type of Band." .Mullins
said. "We wanted to Be a hand
Mfeissman said.
that could play a little Bit of
I koostik Hookah bears subtle
similarities intheGrateful Dead,
everything."
I le said the assumption they
.EKOOSTIK | Page 9
areakun band isn't quite accurate,
"We get labeled as a jam
band, hut that's not reallj
right," Mullins said. "I think our
drummer Brie put it best.
He |said|. 'That really ^
describes the crowd a^^^
more than the band'."
Ekoostik

It has already been claimed
byfanbo) film diret tor, Kevin
Smith, that "The Dark Knight'
is the'Godfathei II ol comii
book films"! he sequel to 2005s
"Batman Begins" has rapidly
been selling oui t i< ketstothe
i oveted midnight showtimes,
forcing some theaters to add
3:00 a.m. and 6:00 a.m. shows
in response to the demand,
Waiting in the wings to flnallj
be released to the hungrj eyes
of the general public" I he I lark
Knight" already has the entire
world talking, But, what truly is
it that surrounds the anticipation of this superhero film?
The easy answer is to state the
obvious. On Jan. 22.200& the
world was stunned when the
young and thriving actor, Heath
I edger, left
this world
so

tragically early, Having jus)
wrapped up i he production
on "The Dark Knight" and
finalizing his performance as
Batman's legendary nemesis,
theloker, I edger's final complete example of his legendary
talent isset to culminate within
the celluloid confines of this
anticipated film. However." I he
Dark Knight" was a film that
was receiving a significant
amount of buzz far before the
tragk events ofone of its star
performers,
It all began with "Begins.'' In
2005, ii was almost 10 years ago
iii.it the last Incarnation ol the
Kantian character was relived as
such an appalling effort known
as "Batman and Robin." It's
sate to say that the world wasn't
looking forward to another
transbtkmofoneofthemoM
diversely represented characters
in comic hook history Played by
countless acton with multiple
n !\ isions, the Story and character
ol Batman was In dire need of a
proper and finalizing face lift.
Noticing the untapped waters
in the legendary superhero.
director Christopher Nolan
entered the inevitable project, "Batman Begins." to reboot
Batman with an extremely

as the Joker in "Batman"
Sec BATMAN | Page 9

Director Del Toro infuses 'He

sequel with his own artistic style
By Aaron Helfferich
Film Critic

I here are not many superhero
films that feature a high level of
artistic value. Even within the
confines of its original film and
comic book series, the character known as Hellboy has never
failed to feature a wide array
of unnaturally misshapen and
strikingly unique characters.
Now reaching among the
i calm of a sequel, this artistic
representation has never been
more prominent.
Prom the acclaimed director
who brought us the visionary tale of "ftn's .Labyrinth."
" I lellboy II: The Golden Army"
carries a highly commercial, but
equally artistic perception of a
unique fantasy worid. Picking
up within what seems to be
the real-time representation
of the original film, "I lellboy
II" continues on with the devil-

"... the artistic
representation has
never been more
prominent."
ishly homed and noticeably
red-skinned creature that came
to our planet long ago. To help
us understand this friendly but
powerful creature, his adoptive
human father tells us he's simply a boy who likes eating candy
and watching TV.
i lowcver, acting like a child
is only a small quality of this
nearly indestructible character. Having been originally
conceived to be the right hand
of a powerful demonic spirit,
1 leliboy's true purpose was
to inevitably bring about the
destruction of earth. By learning to harness his energy for
good rather than evil, Hellboy

now protects the lowly inhabitants of Earth from the ugly
clutches of the underworld. By
working for a secret branch of
the government that investigates and protects the world
from paranormal happenings,
Hellboy lives mostly in secret,
being perceived by the general
populace as an urban legend.
The latest mission faced by
I lellboy puts him up against
a bedtime story about an
indestructible army he heard
from his human father when,
he was a young boy. Now, an
ancient prince of the mythical
world plans to once again use
the technology of the Golden
Army to wage war against the
unworthy inhabitants of Earih.
No sooner tiiiin the threat arises
does Hellboy begin to contemplate his existence and accepV, HELLBOY | Page 9
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WBliam and Dorothy Hofbauer,
Toms 90-year-old parents, can't
hide the pride they feel towards
their son. Ifs in their voices, especially when the emotion catches
their words when describing him.
His fattier, in particular, gets excited when someone mentions his
youngest son.
He is motivated," William
said. "He may be 50, and an integral part oribledo's artistic community, but he's still my baby."
As a child, Tom would memorize Bill Cosby's comedy albums.
He would round up brothers and
sisters to perform with him. Most
diildren have lemonade stands
in the summer but Hofoauer had
plays and directed the other kids.
A smile spreads on Dorothy's
bee when she recalls Tom's day
figurine movie when he was at
Cardinal Snitch High School in
OregoaOhkx
"Tom always had the touch of
theater in him," she said.
Through performing in plays
and musicals, Tom Hofbauer
invented himself as not only an
actor, but also as a director of
improvisational comedy when
he wasn't before an audience. He
wanted to know every aspect—
whether it was behind the scenes
or at the final curtain bow.
In 1976, Hofbauer graduated high school, and went to
the 1 miversity of Cincinnati.
After two years of fluctuating grades, he left to attend
Bowling Green State University.
Armed with a degree in Visual
Communications in 1981, Tom
prepared himself for 10 years to
take Hollywood for himself.
After years of rejection letters from agents, movie studios,
corporations and investors,
Hofbauer was at the edge.

Recognition, finaly
Three years since the incident
in Florida, Hofbauer was writing. He wrote every day. Notes,
hints, quotes Whatever made
sense to him at that moment
would find its way onto a piece
of paper.
He starting writing a screenplay "In the Company of
Strangers."
Since 1998, Hofbauer had
been working a photo lab, camera production at television stations, working with community
theaters and painting houses
to make the payments on time.
When he got home, he would
work on the screenplay.
Every day. Every second.
Then it was finished.
Hofbauer knew working in
the industry cost money, and
lots of it to get a movie off the
ground and into the hands of a
production team to film it He

"If I don't like something, I
don't do it" he said. "But if I do
it, I'm passionate about it. It
consumes me."
On Interstate 75, Miami, Tla.,
at the Coconuts Comedy Chib,
the passion was gone The dubs
weren't paying enough to sustain
his life in Toledo, nor tile comedy circuit in Florida, Hofbauer
hadn't made payments on his
house in six months; it was dose
to being auctioned by the bank.
He had half a tank of gas left in
his car and there were rumors
that the next dub hadn't paid its
performers in eight weeks.
Hofbauer needed the
money now.
The imaginative writer was
gone. lust a hollow siiell who ate
at the Marriot Hotel employee
dining room in Dade County
because it was cheap and they
thought he worked mere.
"I was sucking the pipe,"
Hofbai ler said, his hands shaking
To hide it he gestures away to
some aftertiiought, but the bad
taste of that experience lingers.
"I would be looking out of my
hotel window and thinking'lf I
fell, and just hit that air condi
tioning unit just right I woi "
dead." The air conditioner
four stories below his wini
The pavement was another six.
With his head pressed against
die window, Hofbauer called his
sister in Roanoke. Va She didn't
have to say anything other than
"Hello Tom" and "The ideas will
come to you Tom" and he started
to come1 back from the trance of
disillusionment
I lofbauer barely said goodbye
before the ideas starting coming
again. A half hour later, he was
driving to Roanoke, then back to
Toledo to try a different routine.
He was going to make a movie.

needed investors, actors, a crew,
a setting to go with his scene
andacamera
A Sony Cine Alta High
Definition 24P digital video
camera.
Maxing out eight credit cards
with over $30,000 on them.
$65,000 from focal investors
in Toledo and a total cost of
$100,000, Hofbauer launched
his baby into the arms of
Hollywood.
At a Mack-tie screening in
November 2001 at the historic
Valentine Theater in Tbtedo,
Hofbauer showcased his feature film, and raised $20,000
for David's House, an AIDS
outreach residence that allowed
Hofbauer to shoot much of the
movie there.
His movie was finished.
And Hollywood came knocking on his door.
"It's empowerment It's a total
rash of emotion and sensa-

' PHOTOS HKWIDED BY TOM HCfBAUBt

A new beginning
For the 10 years after BGSU,
Hofbauer jumped from job
to job. He bounced from Los
Angeles back to Toledo.
"Every step was indedsive." he said.
It wasn't until a friend took
him to a comedy club that
brought back the theater
aspect of his childhood.
"It was coming back to
Hofbauer said. "I was
ited. It was what 1
to come back from
of the mundane. I
le a pitbull. Once I
got a hold of entertaining,
I wouldn't let it go. I was
addicted to it."
With five o'clock shadow,
a pair of glasses and a notebook of hints and lessons of
the craft, Hofbauer circuited
dubs, just itching for five
minutes on stage. After his
travels, he teamed up with
figures from Los Angeles,
New York, Detroit and Toledo,
and created the "Around the
Bend Players" in 1998.
Despite the creative outlet,
it wasn't enough. He started
to feel drained.
Even with an appearance
on "Saved By the Bell: The
College Years". Hofbauer
wasn't able to continue acting He didn't fit the type.
With fellow comedian
Mark Zlnk, Hofbauer worked
on screenplays, channeling
their collaborative experience
into comedy. Hollywood
wasn't interested then. It
didn't just close the door it
locked it.
"There is something about
Tom Hofbauer that sparks
passion," said Zach lihey.

"It's empowerment.
It's a total rush
of emotion and
sensation..."
Tom Hofbauer | Director ,
don to have the most fun you
have ever had condensed into
a project like that" Hofbauer
remembers
"Strangers" won several
awards including the Director's
Choice Gold Medal for
Excellence at the Park City Fflm
Music Festival in New York
City, as well as Best Dramatic
Feature Film at the New York
International Independent Film
and Video Festival.
One year after its release, it
continued to win awards at
the Tcllu ride IndieFest and
the KevWest IndieFest at

"He has an influence
that inspires and spawns
creativity."
Lahey, a Toledo born
actor, lived in New York to
pursue a career. He also
came back home.
For Lahey though, the
community theaters are
his outlet for imagination.
The 30-year-old feels that
Hofbauer is the perfect person to "revitalize the industry
again with fresh ideas and
the heart, the passion and the
eye for what really matters in
film: the story."
"His work speaks for itself."
Lahey said.
Tom Stamos, a cinematographer and director of photography, believes Hofbauer's
editing techniques and focus
are great teaching tools for
younger filmmakers. Stamos
has worked with Hofbauer
a few times, and noticed
the "intensity and drive that
exudes from him."
"Magic. It's the only way to
describe what he can do with
film,' Stamos said.
Stamos points out
Hofbauer's feature film "In
the Company of Strangers"
as the perfect example. The
story centers on a young
man who is sentenced to
volunteer at an AIDS hospice
after committing a crime.
Through his interactions
with those dying from the
disease, he comes to terms
with his own frailty and fear
of family.
"He makes life compelling.
It makes sense."
Brady Kesling, an independent director andcreator of
Low Fidelity PrqBttions in
Toledo, strongry^kMEs that

competitiorl
Feature Him.
A Los Angeles based film production company caught wind
of "In the Company of Strangers''
and asked Hofbauer to be the
cinematographer for their documentary. It was supposed to be
low-key because of the subject
matter involving pedophilia
in the Toledo Catholic Church
Diocese. They needed someone
from the area to get interviews,
someone who knew people.

Hofbauer is just a step away
from showing Hollywood
how It's done.
Hofbauer is "an easy going
guy" who puts his movies
together through the use
of two Macintosh computers, a laptop with the screen
saver, "Congratulations
Academy Award Nominee",
seven industrial size black
CD cases, legal notepads,
scrap paper and briefcases
crammed full of ideas and
possibilities. Yet he doesn't
let anyone look at his notes.
Ever.
"If you have a mental block,
he will help you look around
it — see new possibilities
that weren't there before—a
different angle to explore,"
Kesling said. "He is the one to
goto."
As ofluly 15,2008. there
have been over 180 movies
released this year that have
grossed more than $1,000.
This includes mainstream
media movies as well as independent films from around
the world that market themselves in the US., according
to www.the-movie- times,
com, an independent Web
site that financially measures
movie's gross earnings.
However, that is a fraction
compared to the movies
made that have not been able
to reach a percentage of the
public. More than 4,250 movies were made a year by both
independent filmmakers and
companies around the world
from 1990 to 1995, according
to the UNESCO Statistical
Yearbook.
What could Tom Hofbauer,
a director from Toledo, guarantee to investors?

Someone like Tom.
"Twist of Faith" premiered
in 2005, and propelled the tiny
documentary into the Oscar
spotlight when it was nominated
for Best Documentary. It didn't
win, but the winds had changed
for filmmaking in Toledo.
And Tom Hofbauer is still riding the wind.
Hofbauer is still very much
involved with making feature
films, shorts, documentaries
and intense dramas. He spends

Preferred

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www. newloverentals. com

"SCREAM"
WHAT SEM IRA CHOWDHURY THINKS:
At first glance, someone might think he is
a girl, but no. he is an 18-year-old phenomenon the teenage girls love
TokioHotel. a goth-punk-emo band,
is the biggest hit Germany has had in the
past 20 yeats The band is basically a different version of Fall Out Boy with screaming American teenagers in the crowd.
Because every member is under the age
of 21, they can relate to younger fans with
their sing-along lyrics.
The song "Monsoon" relates to fans
when they sing. "I'll think of you, together
we'll be running somewhere new. through
the monsoon, just me and you" The song
has a slower pace but an upbeat tempo
that adds more flavor
The first track on the CD and the CD's
namesake. "Scream." displays what almost
every other emo band has: repetitive.
catchy, smg-along lyrics
The beginning is unique because of the
fire siren and it starts hard but then goes
into a slower melodic rhythm tune.
People probably shouldn't expect them
to actually scream because that's the complete opposite of what they do in the song.
They say the word "cream" and say it a long
time and drawn out.
Every emo CD has to have a song
about suicide and TokioHotel's is "On the
Edge'
The title says it all. The song is about a girl
who thinks no one really cares about her
They sing. "Each time when it hurts, she
just feels so alone."
A better-liked song on the CD would be.
"Breakaway." It isn't as slow as the others.
It is very upbeat and fun. It relates to the
teenage world because the song is about
breaking up with a significant other, but
what is enjoyable is that it is fast and slow
throughout the song and it isn't boring.
The last song on the CD is the German
version of "Monsoon," called. "Durch Den
Monsun." which is a more popular song
with the fans.
Rarely do bands put different language
versions on their CD. so it was interesting
to see a change
Overall, the CD isn't a bad buy.
Especially if you like cute foreign boys
singing about heartbreak, suicide and, of
course, falling in love

much of hfe time doing research
on two projects mat have been
developing over the pest year.
Hofbauer is currently working on a new documentary in
Detroit with the same director
and production crew he worked
with for "Twist of Faith."
He doesn't like to teti peopte
that he was pan of an Oscarnominated film.
"I dont know how to toot
own horn I let my parents
that for me,* he laughs.

Now Renting
08-09
School Year!

Three bedroom house
Close to downtown.
$595.00 pei month plu ; ill ulilitie:
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IN TOWN
NoWOH Art Show
Friday. July 18 - Sunday.

director
tells trials

July 27
The first summer
community art exhibition
kicks off with local artists

and learning opportunities
for students
Call (419)-572-8585 for
more information.

Easystreet
Cafe Comics
Tuesday. July 22
Comedian Mark Fradl

.' | C amp us and Pulse Editor

headlines a night of quirky

d by his bed. The
lie or alarm dock,
auer automatically

fun with Nickey Winkleman.
9 pm.
Admission S5

_^I"OI

(S3 with student ID)

dream onto the recordmis around the plastic wheel, noting
his eyes closed; processing the
Hek
image, keeping it alive a little
• longer to better understand it.
To make sense of It.
I lofhauer takes these visions and creates life — movies, improvisational comedy routines, sketches, screenplays, film ideas and directorial works. He Is an alchemist of the entertainment industry.The salland-peppered veteran dabbles with concoctions of humor, drama and a

GET OUTTA TOWN:
TOLEDO AREA

He turns off the tape recorder. Opens his eyes. Sets the recorder down.
Prepares for his day.
later, he'll listen to it to see if it made sense.

Chicks Mix 08

See DIRECTOR | Page 7
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Thursday. July 17
Chicks for Charity is raising
' money for Assistance Dogs
of America.
5:30 p.m. to 9p.m.
$35 each/J20 Junior
Chicks (20 and under)
Nairobi Event Pavilion at the

This bat will Psychadelic rock band Ekoostik
take flight again Hookah content in Columbus

Toledo Zoo

By Scott Reciter

(419) 241-2221 for info and
ask for Shannon.

\\ liilc at a weekl) songwriters
HI op in a basement bar in Vpril
1991, something happened thai
singei songwritei MI<\ mainly
solo musician Mm Mullins did
notexpeel he formed a hand
Mmosl 17 years latei the magic
and chemisti \ is still there.
Ekoostik Hookah, which is
i omposed "\ Mullins and his
long-time hand man's, will be
performing ai the t entennial
I'errace in support ol theii I ive

Splash Bash
Saturday. July 19
Perrysburg. Ohio
Families can make water
magic and be entertained
by cool, wet activities
Experience summer1
Town Center at Levis
Commons

at I he New pon DVD, which
was released on Ma) 23.
When the hand started In
1991, it was only a duo. lohn
Mullins
_
met key-

(419)931-8888 for info.

Ekoostik Hookah
Saturday. July 19

In the following weeks, guitarist and friend Dave Weissman has
Steve Swenej and bassist ciii'i watched the band grow since its
Starbuck took notice to the duo earl) days.
"The) have evolved together
and sal in with them
"It just kind of blossomed from .is musicians," Weissman said.
" I hey have played dose to .'.ooo
there," Mullinssaid,
Ekoostik Hookah, who have shows together."
released ciglu albums and hnsi
Weissman believes there is a
one ol Ohio's most populai fes- reason the hand has been ahle
tivals twice a year, are a group lu pla) so main live shows and
ol diverse musicians who put siill keep the music interesting.
'Whai keeps them fresh is. I
few limits on theii musical style
and expansion.
think, they have the abilit) to
"We didn't want to be one i i. ,iii new musk |with| their
specific type >>l hand.' Mullins songs through improvisation,"
said. "We wanted to be a band Weissman said.
I koostik Hookah bearssubtle
ill.a could play a little bit ol
everything."
similarities to theGrateful Dead,
He siid the assumption the)
EKOOSTIK
areajam band isn't quite accurate.
"We gel labeled as a jam

Sylvania. Ohio
Centennial Terrace hosts
psychedelic rock band
Ekoostik Hookah.
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.

I M BATMAN:

■

Admission $20

ELSEWHERE
Ann Arbor
Wednesday. July 16 Saturday, July 19
The Ann Arbor Street Fait

'Batman Begins' sequel The Dark Knight'
will open this weekend as midnight
showings .ire already beginning to fill up
By A.1IOH Helfferich

10 a.m. to 9 p.m. (W-F)
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. (Sat.)
The AASF features over 174
artists, the Potters Guild,
and free performances.

THEY SAW IT
"Now comes
the part where I
relieve you, the
little people, of the
burden of your
failed and useless
lives. But remember,
as my plastic
surgeon always said:
if you gotta go; Go
with a smile."
-Jack Nicholson

Ir hasalrcad) h ■en i laimcd
by lanb<>\ filnulirci lor, kevin
Smith, thai I lie Dark ki
is the (.IKII,iilii'i IIHi comic
book films." 'I lip sequel to !005's
"Batman Begins lias rapid!)
been sellingoui ii' kets to the
coveted midnight showtii
Ion ingsome theatersi<>add
1:00 a.m. and 6:00a
in response to the demand.
Waiting in the wings to dually
be released to the In
ot tbegeneral public, I in-1 tark
Knight" ahr.nl> has the entire
world talking. But, whal truly is
ii thai surrounds theanticipa
lion ol this superhero film?
Thecas) auswci is to state the
obvious. On Jan. 22,2008, the
world was stunned when Ute
young and thriving actor, I leath
I edgcr, left
this world

tragically early. I laving just
i i.i|i|>i (I up the production
i lark knight" and
finalizing his performance as
Batman's legendary nemesis,
the Inker, I edger's final complete example ol his legendary
talent is set to culminate within
the celluloid confines of this
anticipated film. However, "The
D.uk Knight" wasa film that
was receiving a significant
amount ol buzz far before the
tragii events ol oneol its star
performers.
Ii all began with "Begins." In
2005, ii was almost 10years ago
ill.H the last incarnation of the
Batman character was relived as
MK h an appalling effort known
as "Batman and Robin." It's
safe to sa) that the world wasn't
looking forward toanothei
translation ol one of the most
diverse!) represented characters
in comic book history. Played by
countless actors with multiple
revisions, the story and character
.ii Batman was in dire need ofa
proper and finalizing face lift.
Noticing the untapped waters
in the legendary superhero,
directoi Christopher Nolan
entered the inevitable proj
ect, "Batman Begins," to reboot
Batman whh an extremely

as the Joker in "Batman"

See BATMAN | Page 9

Director Del Toro infuses 'He
sequel with his own artistic style
By Aaron Helfferich

Film Critic
There are nol many superhero
films thai feature a high level of
artistic value. Even within the
confines ofits original film and
comic hook series, the characici known as Hellboy has never
tailed to feature a wide array
ol unnaturally misshapen and
strikingly unique characters.
Now reaching among the
realm ofa sequel, this artistic
representation has nevei been
more prominent.
I rom the acclaimed director
who brought us the visionarytale ol 'Pan's I abyrinth,"
"llellho> II: I he (,olden Army"
lauies a highly commercial, but
equally artistic perception ofa
unique fantasy world. Picking
up within whal seems to lie
the real lime representation
of the original film, "Hellboy
II" continues on with the dcvil-

"... the artistic
representation has
never been more
prominent."
ishly horned and noticeably
red-skinned creature that came
to our planet long ago. To help
us understand this friendly hut
powerful creature, his adoptive
human father tells us he's simply a boy who likes eating candy
and watching TV.
I lowever, acting like a child
is only a small quality of this
nearly indestructible character. Having been originally
( oncerved to be the right hand
ofa powerful demonic spirit,
I Icllboy's true purpose was
to inevitably bring about the
destruction of earth. By learning to harness his energy for
good rather than evil, Hellboy

now protects the lowly inhabitants of Earth from the ugly
clutches of the underworld. By
working for a secret branch of
the government that investigates and protects the world
from paranormal hapix-nings,
I lellboy lives mostly in secret,
being perceived by the general
populace as an urban legend.
The latest mission laced by
I lellboy puls him up against
a bedtime story about an
indestructible army he heard
from his human father when,
he w as a young hoy. Now, an
ancient prime of the mythical
world plans to once again use
the technology of the Golden
Army to wage war against the
unworthy inhabitants of Earth.
No sooner than the threat arises
does 1 lellboy begin to contemplate his existence and accepSee HELLBOY | Page 9
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Support
William and Dorothy Holbauer,
Tom's 90-year-old parents, cant
hide the pride they feel towards
their son. It's in their voices, especially when the emotion catches
theirwords when describing him.
His father, in particular, gets excited when someone mentions his
youngest son
"He is motivated," William
said. "He may be 50, and an integral part ofToledo's artistic community, but he's still my baby."
As a child, Tom would memorize Bill Cosbys comedy albums.
He would round up brothers and
sisters to perform with him. Most
children have lemonade stands
in the summer but Holbauer had
plays and directed the other kids.
A smile spreads on Dorothy's
face when she recalls Tom's day
figurine movie when he was at
Cardinal Snitch High School in
Oregon Ohio.
"Tom always had the touch of
theater in him," she said.
Through performing in plays
and musicals, Tom Horbauer
invented himself as not only an
actor, but also as a director of
improvisational comedy when
he wasn't before an audience. He
wanted to know every aspect —
whether it was behind the scenes
or at the final curtain bow.
In 1976, Holbauer graduated high school, and went to
the University of Cincinnati.
After two years of fluctuating grades, he left to attend
Bowling Green State University.
Armed with a degree in Visual
Communications in 1981, Tom
prepared himself for 10 years to
take Hollywood for himself.
After years of rejection letters from agents, movie studios,
corporations and investors,
Holbauer was at the edge.

Recognition, finally
Three years since the incident
in Florida, I lofbauer was writing. He wrote every day. Notes,
hints, quotes. Whatever made
sense to him at that moment
would find its way onto a piece
of paper.
He starting writing a screenplay "In the Company of
Strangers."
Since 1998, Hofbauer had
been working a photo lab, camera production at television stations, working with community
theaters and painting houses
to make the payments on time
When he got home, he would
work on the screenplay.
Every day. Every second.
Then it was finished.
Hofbauer knew working in
the industry cost money, and
lots of it, to get a movie off the
ground and into the hands of a
production team to film it He

"If I don't like something, I
don't do it." he said. "But if I do
it, I'm passionate about it. It
consumes me."
On Interstate 75, Miami, Tla.,
at the Coconuts Comedy Club,
the passion was gone. The clubs
weren't paying enough to sustain
his life in Toledo, nor the comedy circuit in Florida. Horbauer
hadn't made payments on his
house in six months; it was dose
to being auctioned by the bank.
He had half a tank of gas left in
his car and there were rumors
that the next club hadn't paid its
performers in eight weeks,
Holbauer needed the
money now.
The imaginative writer was
gone. lust a hollow shell who ate
at the Marriot Hotel employee
dining room in Dade County
because it was cheap and they
thought he worked there.
"I was sucking the pipe,"
I lotbauer said, his hands shaking
To hide it. he gestures away to
some afterthought, but the bad
taste of that experience lingers.
"I would be looking out of my
hotel window and thinking' If I
fell and just hit that air conditioning unit just right I v
dead.'" The air conditioner
four stories below his wind
The pavement was another six
With his head pressed against
the window, Hofbauer called his
sister in Roanoke. Va. She didiit
have to say anything other than
"HelloTom" and "The ideas will
come to you Tom" and he started
to come1 back from the trance of
disillusionment
I lofbauer barely said goodbye
before the ideas starting coming
again. A half hour later, he was
driving to Roanoke, then back to
Toledo to try- a different routine
He was going to make a movie.

needed investors, actors, a crew,
a setting to go with his scene
and a camera.
A Sony Cine Alta High
Definition 24P digital video
camera.
Maxing out eight credit cards
with over $30,000 on them.
$65,000 from local investors
in Toledo and a total cost of
$100,000, Hofbauer launched
his baby into the arms of
Hollywood.
At a black-tie screening in
November 2001 at the historic
Valentine Theater in Toledo,
Hofbauer showcased his feature film, and raised $20,000
for David's House, an AIDS
outreach residence that allowed
Hofbauer to shoot much of the
movie there.
His movie was finished.
And Hollywood came knocking on his door.
"It's empowerment It's a total
rush of emotion and sensa-
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A new beginning
For the 10 years after BGSU,
Hofbauer jumped from job
to job. He bounced from Los
Angeles back to Toledo.
"Every step was indecisive," he said.
It wasn't until a friend took
him to a comedy club that
brought back the theater
aspect of his childhood.
"It was coming back to
:," Hofbauer said. "I was
iated.lt was what I
ed to come back from
e of the mundane. 1
ne a pitbull. Once I
got a hold of entertaining,
I wouldn't let it go. I was
addicted to it."
With five o'clock shadow,
a pair of glasses and a notebook of hints and lessons of
the craft, Hofbauer circuited
clubs, just itching for five
minutes on stage. After his
travels, he teamed up with
figures from Los Angeles,
New York, Detroit and Toledo,
and created the "Around the
Bend Players" in 1998.
Despite the creative outlet,
it wasn't enough. He started
to feel drained.
Even with an appearance
on "Saved By the Bell: The
College Years", Hofbauer
wasn't able to continue acting. He didn't fit the type.
With fellow comedian
Mark Zink, Hofbauer worked
on screenplays, channeling
their collaborative experience
into comedy. Hollywood
wasn't interested then. It
didn't just close the door it
locked it.
"There is something about
Tom Hofbauer that sparks
passion," said Zach Lahey.

"It's empowerment.
It's a total rush
of emotion and
sensation..."
Tom Hofbauer | Director .

tion to have the most fun you
have ever had condensed into
a project like that," Hofbauer
remembers.
"Strangers" won several
awards including the Director's
Choice Gold Medal for
Excellence at the Park City Film
Music Festival in New York
City, as well as Best Dramatic
Feature Film at the NewYbrk
International Independent Film
and Video Festival.
One year after its release, it
continued to win awards at
theTelluride lndieFest and
the Key West lndieFest, at both

"He has an influence
that inspires and spawns '
creativity."
Lahey, a Toledo born
actor, lived in New York to
pursue a career. He also
came back home.
For Lahey though, the
community theaters are
his outlet for imagination.
The 30-year-old feels that
Hofbauer is the perfect person to "revitalize the industry
again with fresh ideas and
the heart, the passion and the
eye for what really matters in
film: the story."
"His work speaks for itself,"
Lahey said.
Tom Stamos, a cinematographer and director of photography, believes Hofbauer's
editing techniques and focus
are great teaching tools for
younger filmmakers. Stamos
has worked with Hofbauer
a few times, and noticed
the "intensity and drive that
exudes from him."
"Magic. It's the only way to
describe what he can do with
film," Stamos said.
Stamos points out
Hofbauer's feature film "In
the Company of Strangers"
as the perfect example. The
story centers on a young
man who is sentenced to
volunteer at an AIDS hospice
after committing a crime.
Through his interactions
with those dying from the
disease, he comes to terms
with his own frailty and fear
of family.
"He makes life compelling.
It makes sense"
Brady Kesling. an independent director andcreator of
Low Fidelity PrcMuions in
Toledo.stro'ii.ui\ behr.. • thai

competition
Feature Film.
A Los Angeles based film production company caught wind
of "In the Company of Strangers"
and asked Hofbauer to be die
cinematographer for their documentary. It was supposed to be
low-key because of the subject
matter involving pedophilia
in the Toledo Catholic Church
Diocese. They needed someone
from the area to get interviews,
someone who knew people

Hofbauer is just a step away
from showing Hollywood
how it's done.
Hofbauer is "an easy going
guy" who puts his movies
together through the use
of two Macintosh computers, a laptop with the screen
saver, "Congratulations
Academy Award Nominee",
seven industrial size black
CD cases, legal notepads,
scrap paper and briefcases
crammed full of ideas and
possibilities. Yet he doesn't
let anyone look at his notes.
Ever.
"If you have a mental block,
he will help you look around
it—see new possibilities
that weren't there before—a
different angle to explore,"
Kesling said. "He is the one to
goto."
As of July 15.2008, there
have been over 180 movies
released this year that have
grossed more than $1,000.
This includes mainstream
media movies as well as independent films from around
the world that market themselves in the U.S.. according
to www.the-movie-times.
com. an independent Web
site that financially measures
movie's gross earnings.
However, that is a fraction
compared to the movies
made that have not been able
to reach a percentage of the
public. More than 4,250 movies were made a year by both
independent filmmakers and
companies around the world
from 1990 to 1995, according
to the UNESCO Statistical
Yearbook.
What could Tom Hofbauer,
a director from Toledo, guarantee to investors?

Someone like Tom.
"Twist of Faith" premiered
in 2005, and propelled the tiny
documentary into the Oscar
spotlight when it was nominated
for Best Documentary. It didn't
win but the winds had changed
for filmmaking in Toledo.
And Tom Hofbauer is still riding the wind.
Hofbauer is still very much
involved with making feature
films, shorts, documentaries
and intense dramas. He spends

SCREAM"
WHAT SEMIRA CHOWDHURY THINKS:
At first glance, someone might think he is
a qttl. but no. he is an 18-year-old phenomenon the teenage girls love
TokioHotel. a goth-punk-emo band,
is the biggest hit Germany has had in the
past 20 years The band ts basically a different version of Fall Out Boy with screaming American teenagers in the crowd
Because every member ts under the age
of 21 they can relate to younger fans with
their sing-along lyncs.
The song 'Monsoon" relates to fans
when they sing, "I'll think o' you. together
we II be running somewhere new, through
the monsoon, just me and you" The song
has a slower pace but an upbeat tempo
that adds more flavor.
The first track on the CD and the CD's
namesake. 'Scream." displays what almost
every other emo band has repetitive,
catchy sing-along lyrics
The beginning is unique because of the
fire siren and it starts hard but then goes
into a slower melodic rhythm tune
People probably shouldn't eipect them
I: actually scream because that's the complete opposite of what they do m the song
They say the word "cream" and say it a long
time and drawn out
Every emo CD has to have a song
about suicide and TokioHotels is "On the

Edge"
The title says it all The song is about a girl
who thinks no one really cares about her
They smg. "Each time when it hurts she
just feels so alone"
A better-liked song on the CD would be.
'Breakaway" It isn't as slow as the others.
It is very upbeat and fun. It relates to the
teenage world because the song is about
breaking up with a significant other, but
what is enjoyable is that it is fast and slow
throughout the song and it isn't boring
The last song on the CD is the German
version of "Monsoon." called. "Durch Den
Monsun, which is a more popular song
with the fans.
Rarely do bands put different language
versions on their CD. so it was interesting
to see a change.
Overall, the CD isn't a bad buy
Especially if you like cute foreign boys
singing about heartbreak, suicide and. of
course, falling m love

much of his lime doing research
on two projects that have been
developing over the past year.
Hofbauer is currently working on a new documentary in
Detroit with the same director
and production crew he worked
with fix TWist of Faith."
He doesn't like to tell people
that he was part of an Oscarnominated film.
"I don't know how to toot my
own horn. I let my parents do
that for me," he laughs.

Now Renting
08-09
School Year!

Preferred

fes Co.

Find A Place To Call Home
www.preterredpropertiesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts. "Renovated"
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall AptS. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses
OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-5
Sat: 10-2
530 S. Maple St.

419-352-9378

338 N. Church St.

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www. newloverentals. com

Three bedroom house
Close to downtown.
$595.00 per month plus .ill utilities
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Hamilton
puts on show

Falcons ready to start training camp
By John Lopaz
Reporter

BASKETBALL
Andy Moore returns
to EMU men's
basketball program
Easlerr* Michigan U«l n
named BG.'
assistant coach Andy Moore to the
staff at EMU Monday morning.
'■' -

I'lgtoEMU to
asketball fuil-

r

time assistant coach after working
m 2000-2002.
Moore was with the Falcons for
the 2007-2008 school year, helping

"Just because we aren't playing does not
mean there isn't work to do. Players are
responsible to maintain their fitness
throughout the summer and coaches
are busy scheduling training camp
and installing new plays."

Avid ii(i spoils tans maj have
noticed ;i "countdown to the
hie game" on the Bowling
Green Athletic home page. Bui
before the home openet versus
Minnesota, which according
in the "countdown" Is 54 clays.
eight hours and six minutes
away, coaches and players are
gearing up for three weeks of
training camp.
Sunda) tag. 3 marks the official beginning of the college
football season, as players and
hes report to The Doyt" lor
iraining camp.
Offensive line coach and running game coordinator Matt
I ampbeU is preparing for training camp by taking a look back at
ason,
"1 use the summer to think
about our learns strengths and
weaknesses," Campbell said. "It

Matt Campbell | Assistant Football Co.
is important to study old film
and see where the team can
improve."
Although spring and early
summer are considered football's
oil season, it's unlikely that any
coaches or players take too much
time away from the game.
"lust because we aren't playing
docs not mean there isn't work
to do. Players arc responsible to
maintain their fitness throughout the summer and coaches

are busy scheduling training
camp and installing new plays,"
Campbell said.
Starting quarterback and
junior Tyler Sheehan is working out with fellow teammates
in preparation for the upcoming
camp.
"All summer I look forward
to training camp, and then
about two weeks into it, I am
ready for the whole thing to
lie over," Sheehan said. "I am

ready to play."
Sheehan should be comfortable with training camp, since
it was just last year that he
walked into camp, having never
thrown for more than 100 yards
in a game, and won the starting
position.
"Training camp is our opportunity as coaches to evaluate
the talent on our roster and fill
in holes left by graduating players," Campbell said. "It's also an
opportunity for young players to
challenge veterans for starting
spots."
The beginning of training
camp is also an exciting time for
falcon fans.
"Our training camp is open
to the public, it is nice to see our
fans come out to the field to support us," Campbell added.
Training camp opens Aug. 3
at Doyt I.. Perry stadium. The
team's first practice in full pads
is scheduled for Aug. 4.

at HR derby
By Ml. fitipjtrick
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — Fans at Yankee
Stadium were chanting losh
I lamilton's name and the theme
music from "Rock/' was blaring
over the loudspeakers.
Alas. theTexas Rangers' comeback kid had nothing left.
Hamilton hit a record 28
homers in the first round of
the All-Star Home Run Derby
before running out of gas and
getting beaten by Minnesota's
Justin Momeau in the finals
Monday night.
,The 2006 AL MVP topped a
tired Hamilton 5-3 in the last
round, giving him the derby
crown. But the night belonged
See DERBY | Page 9

im to its 13-7 record. BGSU
• rhan doubled the MAC win

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

■ <m the previous season,

Football 101 with Tyler Sheehan

inference play
j

313 league mark in the 2006-2002

!

season
Prior to winking with the
Falcons. Moore spent five years
at the University cf Michigan He
was the assistant me:1 basketball

'.

coach at U of M for four vears and
;tor of Basketball Operations

-''

The Falcons' starling quarterback.
Tyler Sheehan, who threw tor over
3.000 yards and 23 touchdowns last
year, shows the BG News how to
properly throw a football

Tyler
Sheehan
Quarterback
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5 31
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NFL
Manning undergoes
medical procedure

STEP ONE (AT LEFT): "he first thing
no is make sure I lave a firm grip on the
ball under the center. I have pretty big

IndianapolivColts quarterback
Peyton Manning had a medical
procedure to remove an infected
bursa sac from his left knee

hands, so the center snaps me the ball
and I usually find the laces pretty easily.

Colts president Bill Polan said
the team's medical staff expects.
Manning to have "a full and complete return to action" in four to six
weeks Colts warning camp begins
July 25

1

9
4

Polian said Manning has been
receiving conservative- treatment
for the inflamed bursa sac since
February He said that treatment
■ 'for live until Manning experienced increased pain and early
signs of infection

4

SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.

s Z l
9*6
6 L I
I 8 »
Z 9 S
M I
L I 9
I S I

3

7

» S I I 9
6 £ 9 ► I
in E S
9 8V i Z
Z 6 S 9 I
I L I il
L 9 I I E
S I 6 8 >
E V 8 I 6

6
8
I
E
I
t
S
Z
9

STEP FOUR (AT LEFT): I bring the
ball over the top. bui sometimes I have to
throw sidearm to avoid hilling a defensive
player If all these steps go according to
plan. I usually hit a receiver in stride for a
nice completion

The quarterbacks fust sub
stantial comments on his latest
retirement decision reversal came
in an interview with Fox News on
"On the Record with Greta Van
Susteren."
"OK. you guys have a different
path, fine." Favre said, recalling a
June 20 conversation with Packers
coach Mike McCarthy. "What does
that mean for me'"

6
5

5

Not feeling welcome
Brett Favre is finally speaking
for himself: He wants to play but
doesn't feel welcome in Green Bay.
so he's asking to be released

1

2

5
1

STEP TWO (AT RIGHT): After I take
. I drop back usually three, five
a rfven steps and gel into the throwing
stance. This is where I read the defense
and find my target.

6 7

STEP THREE (ABOVE): Once I choose a
• ■/: tntow. The mechanics are
important, bui depending on where the defense

"And he says, Well, playing here
is not an option, but we can't envision you playing with another team,
you know, either' And I thought, so
basically. I m riot playing for anyone
if I choose to come back"

■

Photos by John Lopez | Reporter

The team had no immediate
reaction to Favre's interview
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www.greenbriarrentals.com

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

1
Large 2 Bedroom Furnished
' Apartments. Close to Campus.
j

$510 per month plus electric
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From Page 8

to Hamilton, a first-time All-Star
who put on a dazzling power display worthy of The House That
Ruth Built.
"It'll be like 2:30 before I go to
sleep," he said. "I hardly ever watch
myself on TV, but I may look at
some of it."
Back from eight trips to rehab
for drug and alcohol addiction
that derailed his career, Hamilton
broke Bobby Abreu's mark for one
round. Abreu hit 24 home runs in
the first round in 2005 at Detroit's
Comerica ftuk.
Hamilton's incredible tale of
redemption has made national
news this season, and he retold a
story Monday afternoon about a
vivid dream he had two years ago
— he was being interviewed at
Yankee Stadium after participating
in the Home Run Derby.
"I can say it was a coincidence, but I don't believe in
those," he said.
Mind you, his dream came
while Hamilton was still banned
from Major League Baseball, and
before this year's All-Star game was
awarded to the venerable ballpark
in its final season.

klJ&9

CHS

EKOOSTIK
From Page 6
similarities to the Grateful
Dead, whom many I lookah
members followed as fans in
the 1980s. Mullins lists Grateful
Dead singer/guitarist Jerry
Garcia as someone he would
have liked to share the stage
with, and said the Grateful
Dead is a good band to emulate
both as musicians and businessmen.
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From Page 6

HELLBOY II
LETTER GRADE: B
RATED: PG-15. for sequences
of sci-fi action and violence and
some language
STARRING: Ron Perlman,
Selma Blair and Doug Jones
DIRECTOR: Gu.l

>Del
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HISTORY: Texas Rangers Milion Bradley, led, wipes down teammate Josh Hamilton during
Hamilton's at bat at the Major League Baseball All-Star Home Run Derby at Yankee Stadium
in New York on Monday. July 14.2008 Hamilton hit 28 home runs in the (irs! round.

Christopher Nolan has composed an acclaimed cast of
talent that surrounds the life
of the title character played by
Christian Bale. With big names
like Gary Oldnian, Michael
Caine and Morgan Freeman
all reprising their roles from
"Begins," the new faces of
Aaron lickhart and Ileath
Ledger sets "The Dark Knighl"
upon a monumental pedestal
of showcase acting talent.
To push the boundaries of
superhero films further among
the respected atmosphere
of Academy Award winning
films, Christopher Nolan has
used the Batman character to
craft a story that doesn't limit
itself to the confines of the

He remembers his time following the Grateful Dead as a
positive experience.
"It was still really Innocent and
fun,'' Mullins said. "It was kind
of like running away and joining the circus."
In a cutthroat business, many
Ohio native hands relocate, but
themembersofl-koostikl lookah
are content in Columbus.
"A lot of successful musicians
who have come from lOhiol do
move away to LA., or Nashville
or some better known music

source material. What Nolan
and company does effortlessly is seamlessly tie together
a fantasy world of a comic
book character with (tauntingly similar representation of
our own world. Since Nolan
refuses to work with computer
animation, he adds considerable flavor with three dimensional characters. By allowing
the characters to intricately
interact with the happenings
of Gotham City, audiences can
devour the excitement of the
film through the believability
of the world it depicts.
With such an admirable
aim of quality and realism
spawning from the team of
( hiiMopherNolan,"TheDark
Knight" is your chance to witness the collaboration of some
of the most brilliant minds currently working in cinema.

city.'' Mullins said. lint we have
never been that kind of conventional outfit.''
Although future plans for
Ekoostik Hookah
include
Staying in Columbus and continuing to play shows, everything else is uncertain. But
there is something Mullins
would like to do.
"Personally, and I don't knowhow many people in the band
agree with me on this. I would
like to see the band get back in
the studio," Mullins said.
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Ring signal
Sphere starter?
Largest city in Nigeria
Winglike parts
Scott in a high court case
Honda's robot
Start of a quip
"Cosmos" author Carl
Sofa feature
Part 2 of quip
Word of assent
Sellout letters
More than enough
Part 3 of quip
Soft hug
"Norma _"
Abu Dhabi leader
O.T. book
H.S. dances
Sitar melody
Unruly event
Flying Solo

tance among the humans.
Faced wiih choices tli.it have
impact on neariy every angle
of the idea behind the story,
I lellboy represents a character that builds into a driving
force unlike most superheroes.
Specifically, "I lellboy II" is everything the recent anti-superhero
film "Hancock" attempted to be.
With this newest sequel bringing
together new ideas and visual
imagination that show positive
life in a long running franchise,
"Hellboy" proves to us that you
can be a superhero and be creative working above t he monoto-

nous normality that so many
films fail to conquer.

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

"\

2Bdtm., 2 Full Bath, C/A

Allison Bratnid(, PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
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31
32
33
35

Indiana senator
"The Time Machine" race
Glorify
-majesty
Sun-dried brick
Most loyal
Pinochle combo
Uneven
Saddle ropes
Hurry-up acronym
Caron movie
Actor Shanf
Loudness unit
Grant's successor
"Gunsmoke" star
"The King and I"
location
Sour tasting, old-style
Glenn Close movie
Conclusive evidence
Brought about
Maine college town
EDS founder
Japanese porcelain
Star in Orion
Wipe from memory
Globe

50
51
53
57
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Is for several?
Bother persistently
End of quip
Promo placer
Singer Delia
Source of the quip?
Entirely
Hourglass contents
Start the pot
Singer Mariah
This-and-that dish
Will of "The Waltons"
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For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
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For Rent

Office cleaning, evngs. 5-7 hrs/wk.
Own transporalion required.
Cal (419) 352-5335

2 bdrm turn. apt. 704 5th St,
S500-S530/mo.
2 bdrm unfurn apt, 710 7th St,
$520-S540/mo. heat incl..
1 bdrm unlurn apt. 210 S Grove.
Call (419)352-3445.

Lawn Maintamence help wanted.
30-40 hrs/wk
Call (419) 352-5335

3 Bedroom House & Duplexes
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
532 Manville Ave.
Office open 10-2M-F
(419)352-8917
www bgapartmenls com

Wanted bartenders/servers,
BG Country Club
923 Fairview Ave.

For Sale

Help Wanted

2 queen beds. 2 sleeper sofas.
recliner. 2 coffee tables, comp desk.
kitch. table, small entertainmnt cntr.
small power tools. A/C unit. 3 TV's.
3 pc. oak entertainmnt cntr. W/D.

IBARTENDING' up to S300/day No
exp necessary. Training provided

For Rent

Call 419-202-2578

All shifts now!
Prep & deliv. personnel for fall,
DiBenedetto's. 1432 E. Wooster

• 3 bdrm available in August
* 1 or 2 bdrm. avail. Aug. or Dec.
For more info call 419-354-9740

Employees needed to perform light
production work Company offers
flexible hours between 7 30am and
7:30pm most days Must work at
least 15 hours per week/can be lull
time/many BGSU students work
here/easy walk from campus Pay is
S7.00 per hour. Pick-up application
at Advanced Specialty Products. Inc.
428 Clough St Bowling Green, OH

" 08-09 rentals available'
1 -2 bdrm apts - 300 E Merry St
3 bdrm apt-311 E Reed St.
Rooms as low as S225/mo,
Call (419) 353-0325
See cartyrentals.com

Need childcare in our Perrysburg
home 1 day a week. 8-4
Background check preferred
Call (419) 930-7567

Summit Hill 414/418 S. Summit St
2* bedroom. A/C. garage, washer/
dryer Spacious, Remodeled

1 bedrm. apt in Hillsdale apts.
$415 a mo, avail immediately.
Call Mandi at (419)378-1630

3 bdrm house, 1 ba. near UT &
Tol Hosp. Avail Sept 1 S1100/mo.
all appl incl. Call (419)376-9396
3 bdrm home. Crim Si, nice neighborhood Lg common areas. W/D
A/C Avail Aug (419)352-7090
3 bdrm house avail 8/15/08
$275 per person + util Close to
BGSU Off st prk ACAVD
1 bdrm furn. effic avail 8/15/08
S375*util Close to BGSU, off st prk
3 BEDROOM: Spacious.
Downtown BG location.
•Available in AugustS800/mo. Call (419) 308-1995
312 N Enterprise
3 Irg bdrm, C/A, all appl. inc.
Clean. S950/mo. 419-352-5882
5 bdrms. 5 person home, great
location, all amenities. 1 & 2 bdrm
duplexes avail 353-8611 or
352-1584
Avail Aug. 15. '08. 3 bdrm house. 2
bath, central air, close to campus
Also avail 1 bdrm apt close to
BGSU (419)308-2458.
Cozy, clean, quiet 1 bdrm apt,
2nd lloor, ideal for grad sludent
No smoking, S425/mo ♦ util.
419-352-2104 & leave message

Call 419-354-6036

CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTERS
The University of Northern Iowa has internships

Furn. rm . TV. freedom of house. W/
D. clean & quiet S300 mo $100
dep 419-354-6117. Larry

available with Department of Defense Child

House For Rent
312 N Enterprise. 4 bedroom
Available Fall, 2008 (419)352-5882

Development Centers in Germany, Italy,
England, Belgium, Hawaii and Florida

Houses S Apartments
Wrvw.fiter.entals.com
419-353-8206

Related college coursework and/or experience required.
Airfare and housing are paid and a living stipend provided.
Interns receive 12 hrs of college credit from UNI

College of Educauon. School of HPELS.

Jay-Mar
2 bedroom apartments
Remodeled/Laundry on site'
$300 00 Security Deposit
Available July & August
419-354-6036

Email Susan Edginton susan.edginton@uni.edu
for more information.
Please put BG/CA in the subject line of your email.

LARGE 3 bdrm. close to downtown
W&D hook-up $800/mo t util
Avail on 8/15 (419)354-0099

(graduate or undergraduate).

Make a Difference!

Lg 2 BR duplex, huge living rm!
Very clean. No sec. dep, W/D
724 8th St - $595/mo
Aug-May lease, 419-706-5290

Vdiollc

Kitchen Cabinets w/built
in Dishwasher, and microwaves

ADartnu
1,2,3 br ranches
FREE HEAT

m

r

Private entrance
Dishwasher
Conveniently Located

Retired teacher will rent room and
share house with grad student or
professor. Large, older home w/ 4
bdrms. 2 w/b fireplaces, wooded i !>
lot, full use of kitchen, laundry, etc
$300/mnth includes all util Leave
message at (419) 352-5523
12 month leases starting Aug. 2008
818 2nd St. - 2 BR apt, $500 + util
837 3rd - 3 BR duplex, $900 ♦ util
849 6th - 3 BR apt. $645 • util
Smith Apt Rerttals
419-352-8917
TtHi Highlands.
1 bedroom apts newly remodeled
Laundry on site
$300.00 Security Deposit
Available Now - August

Pet & People-Friendly

NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY!!!

.
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3
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Help Wanted

: In- 111 V,«s reserves the nglil to decline.
M ravin am adwrtheirwiii
-Jl is tliu-e found lol»euYl.iti
mi; in (actual basis. IIIKUMIIII
nature All advertisements are Rlbfci i t"

WINTHROP &
SUMMIT TERRACE

2 Pools!!! • Private Shuttle to & from Campus! • Furnished or Unfurnished Units Available

V

STRAIGHT YEARS

beginning September 2008.

STOP BY AND SEE US
Office. 400 E. Napoleon Rd.
Hours: Mon. thru Th. 8-5:30, Fri. S-5
Sat. 10-2 6r Sun. 12-3
419-352-9135
winthrop@gerdenich.com
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When you sign a one year lease before July 16th
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Comic Martha
Humid
Infrequently
Left to finish
Root beer brand
Writer Ambler
Warrior Princess
of TV
Bosc or Anjou
Royale National
Park, Ml
Biol. course
Webzine
_ of the above
Adorable
Belgian river
Dolt

49 Of service

Shuttle stop across the street
$535 month Full Year Lease
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From Page 6
realistic, considerably less
comical, and ultimately entertaining vision. By pivoting
the film on a strong emphasis
of characters and the moral
struggles of the main character, "Batman Begins" gave
a new respected acceptance
to the typically throwaway
superhero genre.
It hasn't been since the original "Superman" film of 1978
that a superhero film prevailed
with a quality story and cinematically memorable classic
cast of characters. "Begins"
was one of the only superhero films to borrow from the
legendary classic. Now, with
"Knight" following directly
upon the heels of "Begins,"

brought to you by

'

COMING SOON: The Dark
Knight" opens in theaters this
Friday. July 18.

BATMAN

>

The Daily Crossword Fix

419-353-7715

419-354-6036
»
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SIDELINES

Falcons ready to start training camp
By John Lopez
Reporter

\viel BG sports fans may have
noticed a "countdown to the
big game" on the Bowling
Green Athletic home page. But
before the home opener versus
Minnesota, which according
in the "countdown" is 54 days,
eight hours and six minutes
away, coaches and players are
gearing up for three weeks of
training camp.
Sunday Aug. 3 marks the official beginning of the college
football season, as players and
coaches report to "The Doyt" for
training camp.
Offensive line coach and running game coordinator Matt
Campbell is preparing for training camp by taking a look back at
last season.
"I use the summer to think
about our team's strengths and
weaknesses," Campbell said. "It

BASKETBALL
Andy Moore returns
to EMU men's
basketball program
Eastern Michigan University
named BGSU's men'^ basketball
assistant coacli Andy Moore to the
staff at EMU Monday morning.
Moore is returning to EMU to
work as the mens basketball fulltime assistant coach after working
there from 2000-2002.
Moore was with the Falcons for
the 2007-2008 school year, helping
vthe team to its 13-7 record BGSU
more than doubled the MAC win
total from the previous season,
going 7-9 in conference play after a
5-15 league mark in the 2006-2007
season.

responsible to maintain their fitness
throughout the summer and coaches
are busy scheduling training camp
and installing new plays."
Matt Campbell | Assistant Football Coach
is important to study old film
and see where the team can
improve."
Although spring and early
summer are considered football's
off season, it's unlikely that any
coaches or players take too much
time away from the game.
"lust because we aren't playing
does not mean there isn't work
to do. Players are responsible to
maintain their fitness throughout the summer and coaches

are busy scheduling training
camp and installing new plays,"
Campbell said.
Starting quarterback and
junior Tyler Sheehan is working out with fellow teammates
in preparation for the upcoming
camp.
"All summer I look forward
to training camp, and then
about two weeks into it, I am
ready for the whole thing to
be over," Sheehan said. "1 am

Football 101 with Tyler Sheehan

Prior to working with the
Falcons. Moore spent five years
at the University of Michigan. He
was the assistant mens basketball
coach at U of M (or four years and
Director of Basketball Operations
for one season
;

"Just because we aren't playing does not
mean there isn't work to do. Players are

w

The Falcons' starting quarterback.
Tyler Sheehan, who threw for over
3,000 yards and 23 touchdowns last
year, shows the BG News how to
properly throw a football.

BGNEWSWrRESOUfl

NFL
Manning undergoes
medical procedure

Tyler
Sheehan
Quarterback

Colts president Bill Polian said
the team's medical staff expects
Manning to have "a full and complete return to action" in foul to six
weeks Colts training camp begins
July 25
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the digits 1 to 9.There is no
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STEP FOUR (AT LEFT): I bring the
ball over the top. but sometimes I have to
throw sidearm to avoid hitting a defensive

The quarterback s first sub

player If all these steps go according to
plan. I usually hit a receiver in stride for a
nice completion.

stantial comments on his latest
retirement decision reversal came
in an interview with Fox News on
"On the Record with Greta Van
Susteren"
"OK. you guys have a different
path, fine." Favre said, recalling a
June 20 conversation with Packers
coach Mike McCarthy. "What does
that mean for me?"

NEW YORK — Fans at Yankee
Stadium were chanting Josh
Hamilton's name and the theme
music from "Rocky" was blaring
over the loudspeakers.
Alas, the Texas Rangers' comeback kid had nothing left.
Hamilton hit a record 28
homers in the first round of
the AD-Star Home Run Derby
before running out of gas and
getting beaten by Minnesota's
Justin Momeau in the finals
Monday night
.The 2006 AL MVP topped a
tired Hamilton 5-3 in the last
round, giving him the derby
crown. But the night belonged

6

1

Brett Favre is finally speaking
for himself: He wants to play but
doesn't feel welcome in Green Bay.
so he's asking to be released

The Associated FVss

THEBGNEWSSUDOKU

7
3
1

STEP TWO (AT RIGHT): After I take
the snap, I drop back usually three, five
or seven steps and get into the throwing
stance. This is where I read the defense
and find my target.

Polian said Manning has been
receiving conservative treatment
for the inflamed bursa sac since
February He said that treatment
was effective until Manning experienced increased pain and early
signs of infection.

ByM»x.Rtzp««ridi

3

STEP ONE (AT LEFT): The first thing
I do is make sure I have a firm gnp on the
ball under the center. I have pretty big
hands, so the center snaps me the ball
and I usually find the laces pretty easily.

IndianapoliiColts quarterback
Peyton Manning had a medical
procedure to remove an infected
bursa sac from his left knee.

ready to play."
Sheehan should be comfortable with training camp, since
it was just last year that he
walked into camp, having never
thrown for more than 100 yards
in a game, and won the starting
position.
"Training camp is our opportunity as coaches to evaluate
the talent on our roster and fill
in holes left by graduating players," Campbell said. "It's also an
opportunity for young players to
challenge veterans for starting
spots."
The beginning of training
camp is also an exciting time for
falcon fans.
"Our training camp is open
to the public, it is nice to see our
fans come out to the field to support us," Campbell added.
Training camp opens Aug. 3
at Doyt L Perry stadium. The
team's first practice in full pads
is scheduled for Aug. 4.

Hamilton
puts on show
at HR derby

STEP THREE (ABOVE): Once I choose a
target. I cock back to throw. The mechanics are
important, but depending on where the defense
is. I adjust

"And he says, 'Well, playing here
is not an option, but we can't envision you playing with another team,
you know, either.' And I thought, so
basically I'm not playing ft* anyone
if I choose to come back."

Fall 2008 Housing
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Photos by John Lopoz | Reporter

The team had no immediate
reaction to Favre's interview.
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GREENBRIAR, INC. W19J352 0717

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www. newloverentals, com

M51. WOOSIfR • BOWLING OHEtN • OHIO • 4i

www.greenbriarrenials.Gom

Large 2 Bedroom Furnished
Apartments. Close to Campus.
$510 per month |
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to Hamilton, a first-time All-Star
who put on a dazzling power display worthy of The House That
Ruth Built
"ItU be like 230 before I go to
sleep," he said. "I hardly ever watch
myself on TV but 1 may look at
some of it"
Back from eight trips to rehab
for drug and alcohol addiction
that derailed his career, Hamilton
broke Bobby Abreu's mark for one
round. Abreu hit 24 home runs in
the first round in 2005 at Detroit's
Comerica l^rk.
Hamilton's incredible tale of
redemption has made national
news this season, and he retold a
story Monday afternoon about a
vivid dream he had two years ago
— he was being interviewed at
Yankee Stadium after participating
in the Home Run Derby.
"I can say it was a coincidence, but I don't believe in
those," he said.
Mind you, his dream came
while Hamilton was still banned
from Major League Baseball, and
before this year's All-Star game was
awarded to the venerable ballpark
in its final season.

From Page 6

realistic, considerably less
comical, and ultimately entertaining vision. By pivoting
the film on a strong emphasis
of characters and the moral
struggles of the main character, "Batman Begins" gave
a new respected acceptance
to the typically throwaway
superhero genre.
It hasn't been since the original "Superman" film of 1978
that a superhero film prevailed
with a quality story and cinematically memorable classic
cast of characters. "Begins"
was one of the only superhero films to borrow from the
legendary classic. Now, with
"Knight" following directly
upon the heels of "Begins,"

EKOOSTIK
From Page 6

similarities to the Grateful
Dead, whom many Hookah
members followed as fans in
the 1980's. Mullins lists Grateful
Dead singer/guitarist lerry
Garcia as someone he would
have liked to share the stage
with, and said the Grateful
Dead is a good band to emulate
both as musicians and businessmen.
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From Page 6

HELLBOY II'
LETTER GRADE: B
RATED: PG-15, for sequences
of sci-fi action and violence and
some language
STARRING: Ron Perlman.
Selma Blair and Doug Jones
DIRECTOR: Guillermo Del
Toro
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ACROSS

KATHYWILENS I APPHOIO
HISTORY: Tews Rangers' Milton Bradley, leh. wipes down teammate Josh Hamilton during
Hamilton's at bat at the Major League Baseball All-Star Home Run Derby at Yankee Stadium
in New York on Monday. July 14.2008 Hamilton hit 28 home runs in the fust round

Christopher Nolan has composed an acclaimed cast of
talent that surrounds the life
of the title character played by
Christian Bale. With big names
like Gary Oldman, Michael
Caine and Morgan Freeman
all reprising their roles from
"Begins," the new faces of
Aaron Eckhart and Heath
Ledger sets "The Dark Knight"
upon a monumental pedestal
of showcase acting talent.
To push the boundaries of
superhero films further among
the respected atmosphere
of Academy Award winning
films, Christopher Nolan has
used the Batman character to
craft a story that doesn't limit
itself to the confines of the
He remembers his time following the Grateful Dead as a
positive experience.
"It was still really innocent and
fun," Mullins said. "It was kind
of like running away and joining the circus."
In a cutthroat business, many
Ohio native bands relocate, but
themembersofEkoostikHookah
are content in Columbus.
"A lot of successful musicians
who have come from |Ohio| do
move away to L.A., or Nashville
or some better known music

source material. What Nolan
and company does effortlessly is seamlessly tie together
a fantasy world of a comic
book character with hauntingly similar representation of
our own world. Since Nolan
refuses to work with computer
animation, he adds considerable flavor with three dimensional characters. By allowing
the characters to intricately
interact with the happenings
of Gotham City, audiences can
devour the excitement of the
film through the believability
of the world it depicts.
With such an admirable
aim of quality and realism
spawning from the team of
Christopher Nolan, "The Dark
Knight" is your chance to witness the collaboration of some
of the most brilliant minds currently working in cinema.
city," Mullins said. "But we have
never been thai kind of conventional outfit."
Although future plans for
Ekoostik Hookah include
staying in Columbus and continuing to play shows, everything else is uncertain. But
there is something Mullins
would like to do.
"Personally, and I don't know
how many people in the band
agree with me on this, 1 would
like to see the band get back in
the studio," Mullins said.

tance among the humans.
Faced with choices that have
impact on neatly every angle
of the idea behind the story,
Hellboy represents a character that builds into a driving
force unlike most superheroes.
Specifically, "Hellboy II" is everything the recent anti-superhero
film "Hancock" attempted to be.
With this newest sequel bringing
together new ideas and visual
imagination that show positive
life in a long running franchise,
"Hellboy" proves to us that you
can be a superhero and be creative working above the monoto-

nous normality that so many
films fail to conquer.

f 709 5th Street
APARTMENTS
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Ring signal
Sphere starter?
Largest city in Nigeria
Winglike parts
Scott in a high court case
Honda's robot
Start of a quip
"Cosmos" author Carl
Sofa feature
Part 2 of quip
Word of assent
Sellout letters
More than enough
Part 3 of quip
Soft hug

36 "Norma
37
38
39
41
42
43

■

24
25
26
27
29
30
31
32
33
35

Indiana senator
"The Time Machine" race
Glorify
-majesty
Sun-dried brick
Most loyal
Pinochle combo
Uneven
Saddle ropes
Hurry-up acronym
Caron movie
40
Actor Sharif
45
Loudness unit
47
Grant's successor
48
"Gunsmoke" star
52
"The King and I"
53
location
54
Sour tasting, old-style
Glenn Close movie
55
Conclusive evidence
56
Brought about
Maine college town
57
EDS founder
58
Japanese porcelain
59
Star in Orion
60
Wipe from memory
61
Globe
63

Marshmallowy treats
Part 4 of quip
Of service
Is for several?
Bother persistently
End of quip
Promo placer
Singer Delia
Source of the quip?
Entirely
Hourglass contents
Start the pot
Singer Marian
This-and-that dish
Will of "The Waltons"
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Allison Bratnkk, PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR

www.bow1inggreen-apts.com
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Classified
Ads

419-372-6977
The BG News will not knowingly accept
advtTttsemertli that discriminate,
CMencourisjF discrimination against an)1 individual or
group on the basis of race, sex color, creed.
religion, national origin, sexual orientation.
eligibility, slams as a wtrran, or on the basis
of any olher legally protected status.
rhe B(i News reserves the right 10 decline.
daKOMfem oi revise any advertisement
such as ihose found lo be defamalory lacking in factual basis, misleading or false in
nature. VII advertisements are subject to
editing and approval.

Help Wanted
(BARTENDING! up to S300/day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided.

WINTHROP &
.SUMMIT TERRACE
Kitchen Cabinets w/built
In Dishwasher, and microwaves
STOP BY AND SEE US
Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd.
Hours: Mon. thru Th. 8-5:30, Fri.8-5
Sat. 10-2 & Sun. 12-3
419-352-9135
winthwp@gerdenich.com
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See our coupon menu at

Help Wanted

For Rent

Office cleaning, evngs. 5-7 hrs/wk.

2 bdrm turn apt, 704 5th St.,
S5O0-$530/mo,
2 bdrm. unfurn apt. 710 7th St.,
$520-$540/mo, heat incl..
1 bdrm unfurn apt, 210 S. Grove.
Call (419)352-3445.

Own transporation required
Cal (419) 352-5335
Lawn Mainlainence help wanted.
30-40 hrs/wk

Call (419| 352-5335

3 Bedroom House & Duplexes
S Smith Contracting, LLC
532 Manville Ave.
Office open 10 - 2 M - F
(419)352-8917
www bgapartments com

Wanted: bartenders/servers,
BG Country Club
923 Fairview Ave.

For Sale
2 queen beds, 2 sleeper solas.
recliner. 2 coffee tables, comp desk,
kitch table, small entertainmnt cntr,
small power tools. A/C unit, 3 TV's,
3 pc. oak entertainmnt cntr. W/D.
Call 419-202-2578

For Rent

3 bdrm house, 1 ba, near UT &
Tol Hosp . Avail Sept 1, $1100/mo.
all appl incl Call (419)376-9396.
3 bdrm home, Crim St., nice neigh
borhood Lg. common areas, W/D.
A/C. Avail Aug (419)352-7090
3 bdrm. house avail.8/15/08.
$275 per person + util. Close to
BGSU Off St prk AC/WD
1 bdrm. fum. etfic avail. 8/15/08
$375+util Close to BGSU. oft st prk

• 3 bdrm. available in August
' 1 or 2 bdrm. avail. Aug. or Dec.
For more info call 419-354-9740

3 BEDROOM: Spacious.
Downtown BG location,
-Available in August$800/mo. Call (419) 308-1995

Employees needed to perform light
production work. Company offers
flexible hours between 7:30am and
7:30pm most days. Must work at
least 15 hours per week/can be full
time/many BGSU students work
here/easy walk from campus. Pay is
$7.00 per hour Pick-up application
at Advanced Specialty Products, Inc
428 Clough St Bowling Green, OH

" 08-09 rentals available!
1 -2 bdrm apts - 300 E Merry St
3 bdrm apt - 311 E. Reed St.
Rooms as low as S225/mo,

312 N Enterprise
3 Irg bdrm, C/A, all appl. inc.
Clean. $950/mo. 419-352-5882

Need childcare in our Perrysburg
home 1 day a week, 8-4
Background check preferred.

Summit Hill 414/418 S. Summit St
2+ bedroom, A/C, garage, washer/
dryer Spacious, Remodeled.
Call 419-354-6036

Call (419) 353-0325
See cartyrentals.com
1 bedrm. apt in Hillsdale apts,
$415 a mo. avail immediately.
Call Mandi at (419)378-1630

5 bdrms. 5 person home, great
location, all amenities. 1 & 2 bdrm
duplexes avail 353-8611 or
352-1584
Avail. Aug. 15, '08. 3 bdrm house, 2
bath, central air, close to campus.
Also avail. 1 bdrm apt. close to
BGSU. (419)308-2458.
Cozy, dean, quiet 1 bdrm apt,
2nd floor, ideal tor grad student
No smoking, $425/mo + util.
419-352-2104 S leave message

CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTERS
The University of Northern Iowa has internships
available with Department of Defense Child
Development Centers in Germany, Italy,
England, Belgium, Hawaii and Florida
beginning September 2008.

Fum rm , TV. freedom of house. W/
D, dean & quiet $300 mo. $100
dep. 419-354-6117, Larry.
House For Rent
312 N. Enterpnse, 4 bedroom
Available Fall, 2008. (419)352-5882
Houses & Apartments

Related college coursework and/or experience required.
Airfare and housing are paid and a living stipend provided.
Interns receive 12 hrs of college credit from UNI
(graduate or undergraduate).

419-353-8206
Jay-Mar
2 bedroom apartments
Remodeled/Laundry on site >
$300 00 Security Deposit
Available July & August

Make a Difference!
\,

College of Education. School of HPELS.

419-354-6036

Email Susan Edginton susan.edginton@uni.edu
for more information.
Please put BG/CA in the subject line of your email.

LARGE 3 bdrm. close to downtown
WSD hook-up $800/mo ♦ util
Avail on 8/15 (419) 354-0099.
Lg 2 BR duplex, huge living rm!
Very dean, No sec. dep. W/D.
724 8th St - $595/mo.
Aug May lease. 419-706-5290

Wll
1,2,3 br ranches
FREE HEAT
Private entrance
Dishwasher
Conveniently Located
Pet & People-Friendly

Retired teacher will rent room and
share house with grad student or
professor Large, older home vW 4
bdrms. 2 w/b fireplaces, wooded 1 5
lot. full use of kitchen, laundry, etc
$300/mnth includes all util. Leave
message at (419) 352-5523
12 month leases starling Aug. 2008
818 2nd St - 2 BR apt, $500 ♦ util
837 3rd - 3 BR duplex. $900 ♦ util
849 6th - 3 BR apt. $645 ♦ util
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917
The Highlands.
1 bedroom apts newly remodeled
Laundry on site
$300.00 Security Deposit
Available Mow - August

NECESSARY!!!

2 Pools!!! • Private Shuttle to & from Campus! • Furnished or Unfurnished Units Available

i

i'j

All shifts now!
Prep & deliv. personnel for fall,
DiBenedetto's, 1432 E. Wooster

JUNE SPECIAL «

Whan you sign ■ one year laaae bafora July 16th

N

£)■»

203N.Moin "«««■ 352-5166
www.pisanellos.com
$6 50 minimum
Open Weekdays 4P.M • Lunch Fn. • Sat. • Sun.

Referral Award Bonuses!!! • Request Maintenance On Line! • High Speed Internet

.ECTRIC FREE FOR 1 YEAR
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Call (419) 930-7567

Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638

Comic Martha
Humid
Infrequently
Left to finish
Root beer brand
Writer Ambler
Warrior Princess
of TV
Bosc or Anjou
Royale National
Park. Ml
Biol. course
Webzine
_ of the above
Adorable
Belgian river
Dolt

ANSWERS

Abu Dhabi leader
O.T. book
H.S. dances
Sitar melody
Unruly event
Flying Solo

2Bdrm.,2FullBath,OA
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49
50
51
53
57
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
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18
21
23

Shuttle stop across the street
$535/month Full Year Lease

for Rental Information:

.
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Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

HELLBOY

'

■■
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COMING SOON: 'The Dark
Knight" opens in theaters this
Friday. July 18.

BATMAN

PBSS*»

brought to you by

419-353-7715

419-354-6036
»
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COMMUNITY + AMENITIES
TANNING DOMES

PRIVATE BEDROOMS

SAND VOLLEYBALL*
BASKETBALL COURT

PRIVATE BATHROOMS AVAILABLE

OVERSIZED JACUZZI

INTERNET INCLUDED

RESORT-STYLE POOL WITH
SUN DECK & STEREO SYSTEM
24-HOUR FITNESS CENTER
PRIVATE SHUTTLE TO CAMPUS
ON-SITE PARKING

WASHER & DRYER IN EACH UNIT
ROOMMATE MATCHING
PROGRAM
FULL KITCHENS

ON-SITE MANAGEMENT
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
COMPUTER CENTER

AVAILABLE

GAME ROOM WITH BILLIARDS
PHONE AND CABLE OUTLETS
24-HOUR EMERGENCY
MAINTENANCE

INDIVIDUAL LEASES

AMENITIES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

706 NAPOLEON RD
419.353.5100
BGSTUDENTHOUSING.COM

J |-|

ENCLAVE
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1995-2008

Sidney Ribeau
A retrospective look at
the impact of our
ninth president on
Bowling Green
State University

SIDNEY RIBEAU
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^Wssuming Leadership
Building a Shared Community
By Gina Potthoff
and Scott Recker

eplacing .i long-sitting
University Presideni
is no easy task
ni Paul Olscamp
announced in )unc I^K>3 In\wuld retire the following
* th I I u-.irs ni leading
Bowling Green, then Board
n! rrustee Presideni i Ellen
Connnally who also chaired
an h • ommittee, put in
million what was then called ihc
mosl open search pro,,

.

in Pomona, quickly became
ilu- popular candidate lor the
committee, faculty, stall and
■•indent-.

When the vi,,- president of
the University Board of Trustees
Mi i Laskey announced Ribeau
as the linalisi in the spring
ol 1 »>»(\ he did so with great
enthusiasm
"Bowling Green is going to
like Sidney Ribeau and Sidney
Ribeau is going to like Bowling
Green," Laskey said "Dr. Ribeau
tnliills, the credentials that the

Ribeau told those attending
the forum that finding ways to
generate new revenue would
be ihe mosl important and
biggest challenge of the future.
and in order to do this, the
University would have to better
communicate with the public.
Higher education needs
lo be a belter spokesperson for
itself. We need to explain to
oihcrs what we do," Ribeau said
during ihc forum. If we don't
begin doing thai, if you look
nationwide, what you will see is

B

"Students are some of your
best fundraisers," Ribeau said.
"You take some bright articulate
Students and that's your best sales
person."
Ribeau also talked about the
optimism of ihc people involved
with the University, almost
foreshadowing his legacy
"Everyone seems to think
the University is poised and
ready |to| carve out a very
unique mission." Ribeau said. "A
lol of the pieces arc in place and
what needs to happen next is an
implementation plan to make
those things happen."
When Sidney Ribeau was
named the ninth president
of the University, he told the
negotiating learn he wanted to
get ihc contract taken care of
immediately
"1 did lhat so we did nol
have to worry about the contract
.and we could begin addressing
the issues facing the University."
Ribeau said. "1 want to be able
to come there and give my full
attention to the rest of the job."
Newly-appointed BGSU President Sidney Ribeau was all smiles when meeting the
Ribeau had greater concerns
media in April 1995.
on Ins mind ai thai lime than
contracts and money: he had a
,i ne« presideni in Universit)
Presidential Search Committee
thai olhcr people will do il for
vision for higher education in
histor) Invoh ing all In.
established after listening to
you."'
general, and Bowling Green State
constituencies, ihe national
He also said that tuilion
all ihe constituent ies of ihe
search attracted more than
Universit} lie has a warm and
hikes would eventually price ihe University, In particular, and he
was ready to deliver that with
100 nominees and applicants,
easy manner ihal portrays the
University out of ihe market.
a seemingly tireless energy to
with one presidential hopeful
confidence lie has in himself. I
"You can't continue to
his new job That style would
eventually standing above the
think Dr. Ribeau will not only do ask studems and ask students'
eventually engage faculty and
ihings nghi—he will also do the parents |(or money]," Ribeau
rest.
Staff and together they earned
Sidnej A Ribeau. who at
right ihings That is a leader!"
said T think you will reach a
the lime vv.is vice presideni tor
He was one of six finalists
saturation point pretty quickly" that vision and mission as a
collective community to the
academic affairs at c alifbrma
brought io campus for a two-day He believed ihc key to raising
Slate Polytechnic University
visit, and on March 15. 1995.
ihe needed revenue would come region and beyond.
Ribeau addressed an audience at through forming partnerships
.in open forum in Olscamp Hall. with companies, and using
students as ambassadors of the
University.

"He was up and above everyone else,
We were very pleased with his style and thought
he would bring a lot to the University. He did a
really good job. His main concern was about the
students.The fact he's going to head Howard
University says a lot about the University."
Honorable C. Ellen Connally,
Board ofTrustee member and
chair of the search committee in 1995

"1 think its important to
build relalionships on campus
wilh faculty, staff, students and
the administration," Ribeau said
at the lime. "The first thing lhat
I think is going io be critically
important for our University
and me as a participant in the
University Community, in this
case as president, is relationship
building."
From the beginning.
Ribeau encouraged mutual
understanding and ihc coming
together of all backgrounds and
personalities
"The reason 1 think 1 enjoy
the people part is because you
learn so much," Ribeau said.
"There is no way in ihe world
that you can know about all of
the different kinds of experiences
you have in life, whether it is
what it is like to live on a farm,
be an astronaut, be a judge or to
be some type of artist If you talk
lo those people who have those
experiences in open dialogue
you can get insights to that
perspective without having lo
live il all yourself or study it."
On Aug. 30, 1995, Ribeau
put his plans to build community
into motion by addressing faculty
with his future goals.
"This takes more work It
takes more commitment by each
individual," Ribeau said. "Though
we may differ, we will all lead
Bowling Green State University
We are all in this for the same
thing."
In his first year as presideni,
Ribeau emphasized that student
involvement was critical for the
University to become a true
learning community that was
collaborative, diverse and reaches
out to the community.

"A learning community
is a place where the intellect
is challenged, the spirit is
nourished and creativity is
allowed lo seek its many
forms." Ribeau said "Learning
communities emphasize the
cooperation and interactional
nature of education and make the
development of individual skills
ihc responsibility of community
as a whole."
Ribeau announced a
series ot Initiatives including a
building community task force
and campus technology plan.
A new University vision was
developed and five core values
were accepted as the standards of
the University and its community
as a result of the Building
Community project, which was
aimed ai everyone having a role
in making contnbuiions lo the
University's future.
"This is not just a feel-good
psychology." said Ribeau at the
Building Community project
kickoff in fall of 1996 "This is an
attempt to allow people to find
out how we can use our existing
human and fiscal resources in
a collective way io improve the
environment for faculty, staff and
students."
More than 2,000 members
of the campus community
participated in the ensuing
Building Community project
and at his first-ever Slate of the
University Address in February
1997, Ribeau applauded
everyone's hard work, but also
pointed to where he warned the
University to go He addressed
ihe assembled crowd with the
empathetic enthusiasm lhat has
been central to his leadership and
communications style during his
presidency.

"A learning community
is a place where the intellect is challenged,
the spirit is nourished and creativity
is allowed to seek its many forms,"
President, Sidney Ribeau

Sidney Ribeau officially becomes
i i «.l BGSU,

Building Community Task /
■ is 19 n i ■ limn' ini.it .HI
wlm h led lo eight institution
riuj inajorpnoiily defined I .
rind siafl m tli<- original task (on e
report was improving Ihi quality of
the student learning
Bowlimi Green State I fnivi
Vision Stal
hour
"Bowling Green St.it. miei
Learning Community in Oh
On*' of Ihe HUM in the Nati H
: iiiy study is authoritf dto
study upgrading Ihe University Union

■ i'i- ■
.iiin uUiOxl win. i
i:t loi one a not hoi ( i «|x ration
llilrlli. Iil.il .Mill Spllltll.ll l(IOWtll '
imaginings and Pnrle in .1 |0h well done
Provost model ol
administration is installed ai
ily Charles Ml
is (he first 1
'
i.'u|. I .Minim; and
rei hnology is 1 reati I
with ll •
■
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^^Gaining Momentum
Toward a Student Learning Culture
Noi only arc we on
track with the goals and direction
thai wc set (or ourselves over
the past eighteen months, but In
man) ways we have surpassed
the expectations thai we have
set. he said. Is this to say thai
we have mil all our goals and
arrived at our vision? No. it is
not. Bui II is to say thai we are
well on our way. the Rubicon has
been crossed, and thai now there
is no turning back
He articulated eight
institutional priorities at the
address thai would be central
to ihe development ol Bowling
State University over the
nexl several years, including
enrollment management
and learning environment
development, restructuring the
budget to align with I niversit)
priorities, establishing Universitywide program reviews lor
academic and support units,
aligning reward structures with
insiiiuiion.il goals, implementing
a campus technology plan and
developing corporate alliances to
support the Universit) learning
community
Some ol I he hallmark
programs of the Universit) grew
oul lliis earl) planning ilK hiding
the creation ol several signature
residential based learning
communities with die c hapman
1 earning t ommiiniu being the
first, launched in I

The Presidents Leadership
Academ) was ,i personal goal of
the President and he provided
the seed mone\ from his own
salary IO slart the signature
student leadership development
program in I'M?
And ihe beginnings ol the
value-based cduealion initiatives
were launched with ihe piloting
of die first BGeXperience and
First Year programming initiatives
ai die University
throughout those initial
years, Ribeau continued with
his signature tireless energ) as
he sought to conned University
staff with the vision of the •
future. He continued to meei
and greet members ol the
I niversity community, Universit)
enrollment and retention
ed and student salisfaetion
surveys showed higher marks
than year- before
Ribeau noted in a letter to
; iversity community In
fall 1999 thai the Ohio Board
ol Regents was impressed by
ihe first-year programs ami the
•students lust initiatives the
I niversit) hail undertaken
lie likened the Universit) s
progres- toward becoming the
premiere learning community
as a train leaving the station and
taking everyone ah
"NOW as we go into 1999,
I can confident!) sa) that we are
puking up steam and moving

of the University's fledgling
values initiatives programming,
Ribeau donated a 2002 salaryincrease back to the BGeX
Program in order to be able to 20
more sections to the program
Another emphasis of
Bowling Green Stole I nivcrsii\ .is|>ncRibeau was also bolstering the
lobe ihe prerrtiei learningcorniriuniiv in
position of the BGSU hrelands
Ohio and one ol ihe bcsi in ihe nation
campus, which added several
rhrough the interdependence .'I leaching
four-year degree options dunng
learning, scholarship and berxicc, we «ill
his presdiency and had the
centerpiece construction project
create an academic environmeni grounded
of the Cedar Point Center at
in intellectual discover) and guided l>\
BGSU Fireleands completed in
rational dist cnnsc and civilit) How 11104 Greei
2003. an $8 million academic
State l niversit) sci\cs tin tlhcrsc and
building featuring state-of-the-art
multicultural communities ol Ohio,
classrooms and facilities to meet
the I nited States and tin- world
the educational needs of local
business and industry.
The success of Ribeau's
CORE VALUES
initiatives
for BGSU did not go
Respect Ibi one anothei
unnoticed, as he was honored
( ooperation
in Si Louis. Mo., as the 2003
Intellectual and spiritual growth
recipient of the President's
( restive imaginings
Award from the National
Association of Student Personnel
Pride i" a j«>l< v. ell clone
Administrators, which recognizes
a college or university president
who has advanced the quality
of student life on campus by
ahead." he said
upgrade Placing students at the
supporting student affairs staff
center ol die planning process,
A centerpiece 10 improving
and programs over a sustained
student life and communit)
eventual recommendations
period of time
were aeeepted that led to the
He was chosen for the
on campus w 1
ral■ 'a'- 10 address needed
renovation and reopening ol
award because of the BGSU
improvements to the Universit)
Bowen-1 hompson Studeni Union community's dedication to
in early 2002
Union A static fat ility basicall)
educating the whole studeni
And again, taking personal
unchangi ,i since ihe 1950s
Nipping at the heels of the
11 was m desperate need ol an
ownership wiih the development University's significant gains

BGSU Vision
Statement

and us growing reputation as
a premier learning community
were increasing budget concerns.
An economic downturn and
recession following the attacks
of 9/11 brought more austere
budgets to higher education
in general and Bowling Green
Slate University and Ohio in
particular Added to that was the
fundamental shift by the state of
Ohio in providing less and less
support for higher education
with each new two-year stale
budget But with each funding
reduction to higher education,
creating what some might say
was a bleak future for higher
education. Ribeau remained
confident, as typified by his
comments to the University in
his Opening Day address in fall
2003.
The budget crunch is a
reality and is still with us 1 am
not going to talk a lot about the
budget today, because there is
really not a lot we can do about
it. he said The budget has
been set for higher education
We know what that budget is.
and we have io manage within
the confines of thai budget,
and we will And we will do it
successfully.
He went on to articulate the
special niche that the University
was creating for itself dunng the
past several years and how he
...Continued on PG 4

Building Enrollment
& Retention
Were Major Priorities
By Gina Potthoff
rnied only with
innovative ambitions and
'Sidney Ribeau pushed
I niversity enrollment in the
right direction during his I 3
years as president.
I lui nulling enrollment and
deilining retention plagued
the University for many years.
hut BtisU saw significant
improvement during Ribcaus
tenure
\.,,M,Img io data from the
Office of Admissions, student
enrollment was 18.868 in
1995 when Ribeau came
to ihe University and had
climbed up io 20.684 dunng
his last icai here ll lul an
all-time high in 2006 with
21.132 students. Retention
had dipped to 76 percent
when Ribeau assumed office
but had exceeded 78 percent
by 1999.
Director ol Admissions
cary Swegan attributes the
IlK leased enrollment Io
RibeaU5 knowledge of higher
education and ihe University.
"Dr. Ribeau quickly realized
that with changing funding
models in Ohio, enrollment
growth was key to the
overall financial health of the
I niversity," Swegan said. "He
moved aggressively to support
enrollment initiatives, leading

our growth from 18,200
students in 1996 to a high of
over 21,000 in 2006."

With the changes to state
funding and ihe resulting
financial. Ribeau's confidence
and "can do" approach
boosted other people at the
University.

And another priority of Ribeau
was not only increasing the
number of students, but also
the quality and composition of
the student body, according to
one senior administrator who
worked wth Ribeau his entire
13 years at BGSU.

"His mantra of "If you are
noi gelling belter, you are
getting worse' has driven
my own desire to constantly
accept change and seek new
opponunity in my own
office," Swegan said

"When he came here wc were
down in enrollment. He helped
the campus realize we had
a problem that we could do
something about. He helped
shape the image of BG," Ed
Whipple. vice president for
Studeni Affairs, said, adding
thai the percentage of diversity
enrollment went from about 56 percent in 1995 to about 20
percent today

BGSU Enrollment

Ribeau also realized that
enrollment was a critical to
the University considering
the trend of declining state
funding And he worked to
position the University to
combat it.
"At one lime slate support was
at 60 Io 65 percent of what
it cost to run the University,
and now it's about a third
of what H cost to run the
University," Ribeau said dunng
his 2006 University address,
emphasizing the importance of
private donations

1995

18,868

1996

18,235

1997

18503

1998

18,821

1999

19,333

2000

19^67

2001

20.276

2002

20,480

2003

20,361

2004

20,975

2005

21.071

2006

21.132

2007

20,684

Cormecing with sfudents and buikbng spmt

■ The President's Leadership Academy is
I through seed money given by
President.Ribeau. a gift of S15.000 which
was his'salary bonus.

■ East Hail is opened as Ihe new home of
English and American Culture Studies.

■ The University is part of a
consortium developing an electric bus
m cooperation with Ohio and the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration under the aegis of the
College of Technologies
. Vehicle Institute. This is effort
has grown from the University's
developmeht of the Electric
Falcon race car.
,
,

■ 52 2 million ienc. it
n Doyt Perry
Stadium, ihe first renovations to the SI
1
since being built in 1966

■ The innovative Information Systems
Auditing Control program was
created through the accounting and

■ Chapman Community at Kohl opens as the
first residetial learning comrm.
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^r-Assuming Leadership
Building a SI
By Gina Potthoff
and Scott Recker

eplatinga long-sitting
University President
is no easy task.
When President Paul Olscamp
announced in June 1995 he
wouid retire the following
year with I i years of leading
Bowling Green, then Board
of Trustee President C. Ellen
Connnally. who also chaired
ilie search committee, put in
motion what was then called the
most open search process for

-

)

I
1
5
0

in Pomona, quickly became
the popular candidate for the
committee, faculty, staff and
students.
When the vice president of
the University Board of Trustees
John Laskey announced Ribeau
as the finalist in the spring
of 1996, he did so with great
enthusiasm.
"Bowling Green is going to
like Sidney Ribeau and Sidney
Ribeau is going to like Bowling
Green." Laskey said. "Dr. Ribeau
fulfills ihe credentials that the

Ribeau told those attending
the forum that finding ways to
generate new revenue would
be the most important and
biggest challenge of the future,
and in order to do this, the
University would have to better
communicate with the public.
"Higher education needs
to be a better spokesperson for
itself. We need to explain to
others what w» do," Ribeau said
during the forum "If we don't
begin doing that, if you look
nationwide, what you will see is

ed Community
■■ 1
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"Students are some of your
best fundraisers," Ribeau said
"You take some bright articulate
students and lhats your best sales
person."
Ribeau also talked about the
optimism of the people involved
with the University, almost
foreshadowing his legacy
"Everyone seems to think
the University is poised and
ready |to| carve out a very
unique mission," Ribeau said. "A
lot of the pieces are in place and
what needs to happen next is an
implementation plan to make
those things happen."
When Sidney Ribeau was
named the ninth president
of the University, he told the
negotiating team he wanted to
get the contract taken care of
immediately.
"I did that so we did not
have to worry about the contract
.and we could begin addressing
ihe issues facing the University,"
Ribeau said. "I want to be able
to come there and give my full
attention to the rest of the job."
Newly-appointed BGSU President Sidney Ribeau was all smiles when meeting the
Ribeau had greater concerns
media in April 1995.
on his mind at that time than
contracts and money: he had a
that other people will do it for
Presidential Search Committee
a new president in University
vision for higher education in
established after listening to
you."
history Involving all University
general, and Bowling Green Stale
He
also
said
that
tuition
all the constituencies of the
constituencies, the national
University, in particular, and he
hikes would eventually price the
search attracted more than
University He has a warm and
was ready to deliver that with
University out of ihe market.
easy manner that portrays the
100 nominees and applicants,
a seemingly tireless energy to
"You can't continue to
confidence he has in himself. I
wilh one presidential hopeful
his new job. That style would
eventually standing above ihe
think Dr. Ribeau will not only do ask students and ask students'
eventually engage faculty and
things right—he will also do the parents |for money]," Ribeau
rest.
staff and together they earned
right things That is a leader!"
said "1 think you will reach a
Sidney A Ribeau, who at
that vision and mission as a
He was one of six finalists
saturation point pretty quickly"
the time was vice president for
collective community to the
brought to campus for a two-day He believed the "key to raising
academic affairs at California
the needed revenue would come region and beyond.
visit, and on March 15, 1995,
State Polytechnic University
Ribeau addressed an audience at through forming partnerships
with companies, and using
an open forum in Olscamp Hall
students as ambassadors of the
University.

"He was up and above everyone alse.
We were very pleated with hit style and thought
he would bring a lot to the University. He did a
really good job. His main concern was about the
students. The fact he's going to head Howard
University says a lot about the University."
Honorable C. Ellen Connally,
Board of Trustee member and
chair of tha search committee In I99S

"A learning community
is a place where the intellect
is challenged, the spirit is
nourished and creativity is
allowed to seek its many
forms." Ribeau said "Learning
communities emphasize the
cooperation and interactional
nature of education and make the
development of individual skills
the responsibility of community
as a whole."
Ribeau announced a
series of initiatives including a
building community task force
and campus technology plan.
A new University vision was
developed and five core values
were accepted as the standards of
the University and its community
as a result of the Building
Community project, which was
aimed at everyone having a role
in making contributions to the
University's future.
"This is not just a feel-good
psychology," said Ribeau at the
Building Community project
kickoff in fall of 1996 "This is an
attempt to allow people to find
out how we can use our existing
human and fiscal resources in
a collective way to improve the
environment for faculty, staff and
students."
More than 2,000 members
of the campus community
participated in the ensuing
Building Community project
and ai his first-ever Slate of the
University Address in February
1997, Ribeau applauded
everyone's hard work, but also
pointed to where he wanted the
University to go He addressed
the assembled crowd with the
empathetic enthusiasm that has
been central to his leadership and
communications style during his
presidency.

"I think it's important to
build relationships on campus
wilh faculty, staff, students and
the administration," Ribeau said
at the time "The first thing thai
I think is going to be critically
important for our University
and me as a participant in the
University Community, in this
case as president, is relationship
building."
From the beginning,
Ribeau encouraged mutual
understanding and the coming
together of all backgrounds and
personalities.
"The reason I think 1 enjoy
ihe people part is because you
learn so much," Ribeau said.
"There is no way in the world
that you can know about all of
the different kinds of experiences
you have in life, whether it is
what it is like to live on a farm,
be an astronaut, be a judge or to
be some type of artist If you talk
to those people who have those
experiences in open dialogue
you can get insights to that
perspective without having to
live ii all yourself or study it."
On Aug. 30, 1995, Ribeau
put his plans to build community
into motion by addressing faculty
with his future goals.
"This takes more work. It
takes more commitment by each
individual," Ribeau said. "Though
we may differ, we will all lead
Bowling Green Slate University
We are all in this for the same
thing."
In his first year as president,
Ribeau emphasized that student
involvement was critical for the
University to become a true
learning community that was
collaborative, diverse and reaches
out to the community.

«

'A learning community
is a place where the intellect is challenged,
the spirit is nourished and creativity
is allowed to seek its many forms/'
President, Sidney Ribeau
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aining Momentum
Toward a Student Learning Culture
". . . Not only are wc on
irack with the goals and direction
lhal we set for ourselves over
the pasi eighteen months, but in
many ways we have surpassed
the expectations that wr have
set. he said. Is this to say that
we have met all our goals and
arrived at our vision? No, it is
not. But it is to say that we are
well on our way, the Rubicon has
been crossed, and that now there
is no turning back.
He articulated eight
institutional priorities at the
address that would be central
to the development of Bowling
Green State University over the
next several years, including
enrollment management
and learning environment
development, restructuring the
budget to align with University
priorities, establishing Universitywide program reviews for
academic and support units,
aligning reward structures with
institutional goals, implementing
a campus technology plan and
developing corporate .illume, to
support the University learning
community
Some ol the hallmark
programs of the University grew
out this earl) planning including
the creation of several signature
[isulciiti.il based learning
communities with the Chapman
Learning Community being the
first, launched in 1197

of the University's fledgling
values initiatives programming,
Ribeau donated a 2002 salary
increase back to the BGeX
Program in order to be able to 20
more sections to the program
Another emphasis of
Bowling Green Stall I iii\i'rsit\ aspires
Ribeau was also bolstering the
lo he th« premiei learning tommunit\ in
position of the BGSU Firelands
Ohio and onek>l the best in tin nation
campus, which added several
I hrough i In uiu relent mlcnec t>l leaf hint;
four-year degree options during
learning scholarship ami ser\K< we will
his presdiency and had the
centerpiece construction project
, reaie an a< adi mic emironincni grounded
of the Cedar Point Center at
in intellectual discoven anil guided l>\
BGSU Fireleands completed in
at tonal discourse and civilitx torn ling
2003. an $8 million academic
st.a, L nivers.il> servcs-thi diverse and
building featunng state-of-the-art
mult n nil in, 11 communities ol Ohio
classrooms and facilities to meet
tin- I mi, J -M.it, si and the wot 1,1
the educational needs of local
business and industry.
The success of Ribeau's
CORE VALUES
initiatives for BGSU did not go
R< spc< i Foi ,'it, .in,-iln i
unnoticed, as he was honored
t 00|>i I .III,Ml
in St. Louis. Mo., as the 2003
Intellectual and spiritual growth
recipient of the President's
i i, alive imaginings
Award from the National
Association of Student Personnel
Pi 1,1, in a job well dom
Administrators, which recognizes
a college or university president
who has advanced the quality
of student life on campus by
ahead." he said.
upgrade Placing students at the
supporting student affairs staff
A centerpiece to improving
center of the planning process,
and programs over a sustained
student life and corrrmunit)
eventual recommendations
period of time.
on campus was the severalwere accepted that led to the
He was chosen for the
yc.ir process to address needed
renovation and reopening of
award because of the BGSU
Rowen-Thompson Student Union community's dedication to
improvements to the Universit)
Union. A static facility, basically
in early 2002.
educating the whole student.
And again, taking personal
unchanged since the 1950s.
Nipping at the heels of the
ownership with the development University's significant gains
it was in desperate need of an

The President's Leadership
Academy was a personal goal of
the President and he provided
the seed money from his own
salary to start the signature
student leadership development
program in 1997.
And the beginnings of the
value-based education initiatives
were launched with the piloting
of the first BGeXpenence and
First Year programming initiatives
at the University.
Throughout those initial
years, Ribeau continued with
his signature tireless energy as
he sought to connect University
staff with the"vision of the ■
future. He continued to meet
and greet members of the
University community. University
enrollment and retention
increased and student satisfaction
surveys showed higher marks
than years before.
Ribeau noted in a letter to
the University community in
fall 1999 that the Ohio Board
of Regents was impressed by
the first-year programs and the
"Students First" initiatives the '
University had undertaken
He likened the University's
progress toward becoming the
premiere learning community
as a train leaving the station and
taking everyone aboard.
"Now as wc go into W99,
I can confidently say lhal we are
picking up steam and moving

BGSU Vision
Statement

and its growing reputation as
a premier learning community
were increasing budget concerns.
An economic downturn and
recession following the attacks
of 9/11 brought more austere
budgets to higher education
in general and Bowling Green
State University and Ohio in
particular. Added to that was the
fundamental shift by the state of
Ohio in providing less and less
support for higher education
with each new two-year state
budget But with each funding
reduction to higher education,
creating what some might say
was a bleak future for higher
education, Ribeau remained
confident, as typified by his
comments to the University in
his Opening Day address in fall
2003
The budget crunch is a
reality and is still with us. I am
not going to talk a lot about the
budget today, because there is
really not a lot we can do about
it, he said. The budget has
been set for higher education.
We know what that budget is.
and we have to manage within
the confines of that budget,
and wc will And we will do it
successfully.
He went on to articulate the
special niche that the University
was creating for itself during the
past several years and how he
...Continued on PG 4

Building Enrollment

& Retention
Were Major Priorities
By Gina Potthoff
rmed only with
innovative ambitions and
goab. Sidney Ribeau pushed
University enrollment in the
right direction during his 13
years as president
Fluctuating enrollment and
declining retention plagued
the University for many years,
but BGSU saw significant
improvement during Ribeau's
tenure
According to data from the
t Ifflce of Admissions, student
enrollment was 18.868 in
1995 when Ribeau came
to the University and had
climbed up to 20.684 during
his last year here. It hit an
all-time high in 2006 with
21,132 students. Retention
had dipped lo 76 percent
when Ribeau assumed office
but had exceeded 78 percent
by 1999
Director of Admissions
Gary Swegan attributes the
increased enrollment to
Ribeau's knowledge of higher
education and the University.
"Dr. Ribeau quickly realized
that with changing funding
models in Ohio, enrollment
growth was key to the
overall financial health of the
University." Swegan said. "He
moved aggressively to support
enrollment initiatives, leading

Connecting with students and fcufring sprt at BC.V

tun? actMUes during his presidency
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our growth from 18,200
students in 1996 to a high of
over 21.000 in 2006And another priority of Ribeau
was not only increasing the
number of students, but also
the quality and composition of
the student body, according to
one senior administrator who
worked wth Ribeau his enure
13 years at BGSU.
"When he came here we were
down in enrollment. He helped
the campus realize we had
a problem that we could do
something about. He helped
shape the image of BG." Ed
Whipple. vice president for
Student Affairs, said, adding
that the percentage of diversity
enrollment went from about 56 percent in 1995 to about 20
percent today.
Ribeau also realized that
enrollment was a critical lo
the University considering
the trend of declining state
funding. And he worked to
position the University to
combat it.
"At one time state support was
at 60 to 65 percent of what
it cost lo run the University,
and now it's about a third
of what it cost to run the
University," Ribeau said during
his 2006 University address,
emphasizing the importance of
private donations.

With the changes to state
funding and the resulting
financial. Ribeau's confidence
and "can do" approach
boosted other people at the
University.
"His mantra of 'If you are
not getting better, you are
getting worse' has driven
my own desire to constantly
accept change and seek new
opportunity in my own
office." Swegan said.

BGSU Enrollment
1995

18,868

1996

18.235

1997

18503

1998

18.821

1999

19.333

2000

19567

2001

20.276

2002

20.480

2003
2004

20.361

2005
2006
2007

20.975
21.071
21.132
20.684
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^^Assuming Leadership
in Pomona, quickly became
the populai candidate for the

By Gina Potthoff
and Scott Recker

■

" .rid

When ihc Mir president of
ihe Un
il rrustees
!sk«'\ announced Ribeau
,i> ill,- finalist in ilu spring
enthusiasm
red
i-d i lu'

en is going to
R beau mil Sidney
Ribeau is going to like Bowling
I aske> said Dr Ribeau
lullill- the credentials ilut ihc

Ribeau told those attending
the forum that finding ways to
gencralc new revenue would
lx- the most important and
challenge ol the future,
and in order to do this the
University would have to better
communicate with ihe public
"Higher education needs
to be .i better spokesperson lor
llsell We need to explain to
others what we do, Ribeau said
during the forum. "II we don'l
begin doing that, il you look
nationwide, what you will see is

i

Newly-appointed BGSU President Sidney Ribeau was all smiles when meeting the
media in April 1995.

i new president in Ui

!

constiiuei
i nion.il
mracied more ih.in
100 nominees and applicants,
with
.il hopeful
ilk'
rest

Sidne) A Ribeau
the lime ".is vice president lor
li mic ai;.urs ,II c aliforma
State Polytei hnic I Inivei

Presidential Search i ommittee
istening to
all ilk' constituent ies ol the
Univei
m and
eas) manner that portrays the
confidence he has in himscll I
think I'
ill not only do
things right—lu- will also do the
right things. I hai is a leader!"
Ik' was on.' ,i| MX finalists
i io campus for a two-day
visit, and on March IT. IWI.
Ribeau addressed an and..
n forum in Olscamp Hall

that other people will do u for
you
lie also said that tuition
hikes would eventually price die
University out ol the market
"You i.ini continue to
ask students and ask studi
parents (for money)," Ribeau
said I think you will reach a
saturation point pretty quickl)
lie believed ihe key io raising
the needed revenue would come
through forming partnerships
with companies, and using
students as ambassadors ol the
University

"He was up and above everyone else.
We were very pleased with his style and thought
he would bring a lot to the University. He did a
really good job. His main concern was about the
students. The fact he's going to head Howard
University says a lot about the University."

HfifU

Honorable C. Ellen Connalry,
Board of Trustee member and
chair of the search committee in 1995

"Students are some of your
best fundraisers," Ribeau said
You take some bnghi articulate
students and dial's your best sales
person
Ribeau also talked about ihe
optimism ol the people involved
with the University, almost
foreshadowing his legac)
Everyone seems to think
the University is poised and
ready |io| carve out a verj
unique mission," Ribeau said A
lot ol the pieces are in place and
what needs to happen next is an
implementation plan to make
those things happen
When Sidne) Ribeau was
named the ninth president
ol the University, he told the
negotiating team he wanted to
get the contract taken care ol
immediate!)
"I did thai so we ihd not
have to worn about the contract
.and we could begin addressing
the issues facing ihe University,"
Ribeau said I want to be able
to come there and give my full
attention to the rest ol the job "
Ribeau had greater concerns
on his mind at that lime than
contracts and money he hail a
vision lor higher education in
general, and Bowling Green State
I Diversity, in particular, and he
was ready to deliver that with
seemingl) tireless energy io
his new job I hat style would
eventually engage faculty and
-.tall and together the) earned
that vision and mission as a
collective community to ihe
legion and beyond

"1 think its important to
build relationships on eampus
with faculty, stall, students and
die administration," Ribeau said
at ihc time. "The first thing that
I think is going to be critically
important lor our University
and me as a participant in the
University Community, m this
case as president, is relationship
building"
From the beginning,
Ribeau encouraged mutual
understanding and the coming
together ol all backgrounds and
personalities
The reason 1 think I enjoy
the people pan is because you
learn so much," Ribeau said
There is Tie* way in the world
that you can know about all of
the different kinds of experiences
you have in hie, whether n is
what it is like to live on a farm,
be an astronaut, be a judge or to
be some type ol artist. II you talk
to those people who have those
experiences in open dialogue
you can get insights to thai
perspective without having to
live it all yourself or study it
OnAug 10 1995, Ribeau
put his plans to build community
inlo motion by addressing faculty
with his future goals
"This takes more work II
takes more commitment by each
individual.' Ribeau said "Though
we may differ, we will all lead
Bowling Green State University
We ne all in this for the same
thing'
In his first year as president,
Ribeau emphasized that student
involvement was critical for the
University to become a true
learning eommunity thai was
collaborative, diverse ami reaches
out to ihe eommunity.

A learning eommunity
is a plan- where the intellect
is challenged, the spirit is
nourished and creativity is
allowed to seek us main
forms,' Ribeau -aid I earning
communiiics emphasize the
cooperation and interactional
nature ol education and make the
development ol individual skills
the responsibilit) ol community
as a whole."
Ribeau announced a
series of initiatives including a
building community task force
MU\ campus technology plan.
A new Universit) vision was
developed and five core values
wen accepted as the standards of
the Universit) .md its community
as a result ol the Building
Community project, which was
aimed at everyone having a role
in making contributions to the
University's future.
"This is not just a feel-good
psychology said Ribeau at ihc
Building Community pro|eel
kickoff in fall of 1996 "This is an
attempt to allow people to find
out how we can use our existing
human and fiscal resources in
a collective way to improve ihe
environment for faculty, stall and
students."
More than 2,000 members
of the campus community
participated in the ensuing
Building Community project
and at his first-ever Mate of the
University Address in February
1997. Ribeau applauded
everyone's bard work, but also
pointed ii> where he wanted ihe
University logo He addressed
the assembled crowd with ihe
empathetic enthusiasm thai has
been central to his leadership and
communications style during his
president y

"A learning community
is a place where the intellect is challenged,
the spirit is nourished and creativity
is allowed to seek its many forms,"
President, Sidney Ribeau

Sidney RIIMNHI officially tfecomOS
president of BGSU.

I ii ii U11 ■ it I Comuitmily Task Fon ••
presents i{' rei ommendauons,
with h led to eighl institution
priorities in guide the University
Thr majorprionty defined hy faculty
and '.i.ill in Hif original task fon <■
report was improving Ihe quality of
the student learning experiei
Bowling Green State Universily
Vision Statement was born:
"Bowling Green Slate University
Aspiies to be the Premier
Learning Community in Ohio, and
One of the Best in the Nation . .
Feasibility study is authorized to
study upgrading the Uinveisity Union

■ Coie Value-, are articulated whii b anJ
Rei peel foi one anothei Cooperation;
Intellectual and spiritual growth; Creative
imaginings; ami Pride in .1 |nb well done
Provosi model ol ai ademH
administration is installed at the
University. Charles Middletown
is the first piovost
TheCentei foi Teaching, Learning and
Technology is created to assist faculty
with the development of innovative uses
moloijy in teaching .mil i» in rig
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^Xjaining Momentum
©
Sol onl) are we on
ir.uk with ili,- goals and direction
1
li.it we sei foi ourselvi - •
ihe past eighteen months, but in
ways we have surpassed
cpectations thai we have
set, he said I- this to say thai
we have mei .ill oui goals and
arrived .u oui vision? No, it is
nol Bui it is lo say thai we are
our way, the Rubii on has
• and thai riov
iming back
He articulated eighl
institutional priorities ,u ihe
address thai would be central
rlevelopmeni ol Bowling
, i ih,'
ding
IlK'lll

i nvironmeni

igihe
.-;i with I nivi
pnontit

.

I he Prcsidi
I
hip
Academ) was a personal goal ol
the Presidenl and In provided
the seed money from his own
i
studeni leadership developmeni
program In 1 An,I ili,- beginnings ol ihe
value-based education initiatives
were launched with the piloting
of the firsl BGeXperience and
I irsi Yeai programming miti
.u ih,' I inivei
I hroughoui those initial
Ribeau continued with
■ inn,' tireless cnergj as
•In to connect Univi
stafl with the"vision ol tin
future II,' continued lo mcei
l in, nib, i~ ol the
1 niversil) community, l nivcrsit)
enrollmem and retention
:.i, Iiiui
surveys showed higher marks
ili.in ,i
Ribeau noted in a letter lo

BGSU Vision
Statement
Bowling Green Stale I niversil) aspires
to be (he premier learning community in
Ohio, and one of the besl in ihe nation
through ihe Interdependence ol leaching
learning, scholarship and service, we will
create an academic environmcnl grounded
in iniellectual discover) and guided In
rational discourse and ci\ilit\ Bowling Green
State l nivcrsin serves the diverse and
multicultural communities ol Ohio,
ihe United States anil the world.

CORE VALUES
Respect lor one another

( ooperation
Intellectual and spiritual growth
Creative imaginings
Pride in a job well done

v,ilh

ncnting
i and
the firsi
ihe I nivci
community
lullin.uk

.1 the
lives i
ahead

i II in;; students .it the
ol the planning process,
eventual recommendatii
epted thai led to the
i opening ol
i hompson Student Union
in carl) 2002
■ i again, taking personal
.'. ith the deve

II,' likened tin i

'
community

OUI till

ng ihe staiii
he i hapman

'Now .'.

I
ii was

Culture

ol the I Iniversilys fledgling
values initiatives programming,
Ribeau donated a 2002 salary
:n, n ase back to the BGcX
Program in order 10 be able to 20
more sections to the program
Another emphasis ol
Ribeau was also bolstering the
position of the BGSU Firelands
campus which added several
four-year degree options during
his presdiency and had the
centerpiece construction project
ol the Cedar Poini ('enter ai
BGSI I ireleands completed in
2003, an 'sH million academic
building featunng staie-of-the-an
classrooms and facilities to meet
the educational needs of local
business and Industry
The success ol Ribeaus
initiatives for BGSU did not go
unnoticed, as he was honored
in Si Louis, Mo . as the 2003
recipient of the Presidents
Award from the National
ition ol Studeni Personnel
Administrators, which recognizes
a college or university presidenl
who ha- advanced the quality
ol student life on campus by
supporting student affairs ifl

and its growing reputation as
a premier learning community
were increasing budget concerns.
An economic downturn and
recession following ihe attacks
ol 9/11 brought more austere
budgets to higher education
in general and Bowling Green
Stale University and Ohio in
particular Added to that was the
fundamental shift by the state of
Ohio in providing less and less
support for higher education
with each new two-year slate
budget But with each funding
reduction to higher education,
creating what some mighl say
was a bleak future for higher
education, Ribeau remained
confident, as typified by his
comments to the University in
his i ipening Hay address in fall

2003
Ihe budget crunch is a
reality and is still with us

1 am

nol going to talk a lot about the
budgei today, because there is
really nol a lot we can do about
It, he said The budgei has
been set lor higher education
We know what thai budgei is,
ar.,1 we have to manage within
ihe confines ol thai budgei.
and we will And we will do it
5U< (,'ssfully
He weni on to articulate the
special niche that the University
rating foi itsell during the
pas) several years and how he

and programs over a sustained
period of time
I Ic was (hosen lor the
award because of the BGSU
community's dedication lo
educating the whole student
Nipping at the heels ol the

I Iniversit) 's significant gains

...Continued on PG 4

f no
By Gina Potthoff
d only with
innovative ambitions and
Sidney Kibcau pushed
1 mversit) enrollmem in the
nght direction during his 13
president.
I luctuating enrollmem and
,le,lining retention plagued
the Universit) for mam years,
bui BGSI saw significant
improvement during Ribeaus
■

\ccording lo data from the
Office ol Admissions student
enrollmem was 18.808 in
hen Ribeau came
10 the Universit) and bad
.i up 10 20.08-1 during
hi- List year here It hit an
all-time high in 2006 with
21,132 students Retention
had dipped to 76 percent
when Ribeau assumed office
bin had exceeded 78 percent
bj 1999
Pue, 101 ol Admissions
Swegan attributes the
in,u.iscd enrollment to
Ribeaus knowledge ol higher
education and ihe University
Dr Ribeau qulckl) realized
that \uth changing binding
models 111 Ohio, enrollmem
was key to the
overall financial health ol the
Universit) Swegansaid "He
moved aggressive!) to suppon
enrollmem initiatives, leading

oui growth from 18.200
students in 1996 to a high ol
over 21.000 in 2006 ."

With the changes to stale
lundtng and the resulting
Financial, Ribeaus confidence
and "can do" approach
boosted other people al the
University

And another priority of Ribeau
was not only increasing the
number of students, bul also
the quality and composition of
the studcnl body, according 10
one senior administrator who
worked wth Ribeau his enure
I 1 years at BGSU.

His mantra of "If you are
noi gelling better, you are
getting worse' has driven
my own desire to constantly
accept change and seek new
opportunity in my own
office." Swegan said.

When he came here we were
down in enrollment. He helped
the campus realize we had
.1 problem that wc could do
something about. He helped
shape ihe image of BG." Ed
W'hipplc, vice president for
Student Affairs, said, adding
that the percentage of diversity
enrollment wenl from aboul 56 percent in W510 about 20
percent unlay

BGSU Enrollment

Ribeau also realized that
enrollment was a critical to
the University considcnng
the nend ol declining sialc
funding And he worked to
position the University to
, ombal it
At one lime stale support was
ai 60 lo 65 percent of whai
II cost to run ihe University,

and now us aboul a third
ol what 11 cost 10 run the
University,"* Ribeau said dunng
his 2006 University address,
emphasizing the importance of
private donations.

1995

18,868

1996

18,235

1997

18,503

1998

18,821

1999

19,333

2000

19.567

2001

20.276

2002

20,480

2003

20,361

2004

20,975

2005

21.071

2006

21,132

2007

20.684

Connect* igw*

■ The President's Leadership Academy is
created through seed money given by
President Ribeau, a gift ol S15.000 which
was his salary bonus.
■ Chapman Community at Kohl opens as the
first residetial-learning community.
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■ East Hall is opened as the new home of
English and American Culture Studies.
■ S2.2 million renovations begin on Doyt Perry
Stadium, the first renovations to the stadium
since beipg built in 1966
■ The National Institute for the Study of Digital
Media is created through a partnership
with Media 100.

■ The University is part of a
consortium developing an electric bus
in cooperation with Ohio and the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration under the aegis of the
College of Technologies
Electric Vehicle Institute. This is effort
has grown from the University's
development of Ihe Electric
Falcon race car.
■ The innovative Information Systems
Auditing Control program was
created through the accounting and
MIS departments.

.... 1 iflajt "t*MlJa7«i'wM»iwlr¥iTg'y'»aiii'imi

■ The First Year Experience Progracreated at the University, including
the expansion of UNIV 100 course
offerings

■ Campus Technology Plan is
implemented wtiich leads to the
eventual completion of a SJO mniion
communications infrastructure ; 1
bringing Internet wiring to all
residence halls and buildings, plus a
high-speed campus-wide
communications network.

■

■ Springboa-'i
full-fledged progra
first-year sty
help with the trans •

■
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"He made Bowling Green better and he made me
better. He brought a spirit of community... I think
that's his calling card. When I think of Bowling Green,
I think of him. It's hard to imagine the University
without him as the head. Howard University is getting
the best. In many ways he's like a brother to me. He
has a passion for the job. He brought not only his
ability... he brought his heart."
Leon D. Bibb,
former Board of Trustee from 1996-2005

^k

"1 think we both came to love Bowling Green State
University a lot. Our challenges were to reverse declining
enrollment, position the University for a capital campaign
and to make BGSU a student's first choice. Sidney Ribeau
's a transformational president. 1 learned a great deal about
compassionate and personal leadership from him. BGSU is
bigger, stronger, more reputable in 2008 than it was in I99S.
He's one of the outstanding presidents in the U.S. and It's
not surprising Howard University wants him as president."

Um^m^Ji
I Charles Middlcton.
I^'^fl
1 former provost and vice president for Student Affairs from 1995■ m\ MM HHUi 1998: current President. Roosevelt University.

"I think that he is the premiere president of any
institution. We're just lucky we had him at BGSU. He had
great passion. He's just an outstanding person that way.
He's just a great, great leader. He has given us a design
for how the University should be in the years to come. In
'95, we were always saying'We can't. We can't.' But with
Ribeau, it's 'We can. We can.'We're very lucky we had him
for 13 years. [Sidney and Paula] made BGSU very proud
and really sold Bowling Green wherever they went"

"I think everyone at the University enjoyed working
with Dr. Ribeau... He was one of the first presidents to
be gung-ho about fundraising [and] he always liked to
have students speak to alumni."
Linda Dobb,
Executive Vice President, Secretary to the Board of Trustees,
Bowling Green State University

Kerm Stroh,
..
former Board of Trustee member. 1993-2002; co-chair of
BGSU's Building Dreams Centennial Campaign.

"He's been a wonderful mentor and a great influence
in my career. He's been a great support for students
and academic affairs. Dr. "Ribeau would have made a
much better vice president for Student Affairs than
I. Students spend 20 percent of their time in classes
[and] 80 percent of their day is spent outside of
classes. Dr. Ribeau understands the importance of
students' experiences outside of class."

"I was fortunate to get to know him pretty well.
One of his sayings is 'If you're not getting better,,
you're getting worse'. He's always a believer in being
better. He was a really big advocate of creativity. He
said it's not about getting straight A's, it's [about]
what you get out of it. I thought I'd met leaders
before, but I'd never been inspired."
Nick Gamero,
Senior. Undergraduate Student Government senator.
and former Vice President of USG.

Ed Whipple,
Vice President for Student Affairs,
Bowling Green State University

...Continued from PG 3
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The University's master's program
in college student personnel is
ranked number one in the country
and the doctoral program in higher
education is ranked second nationally

The International Studies
Program is revamped to DO an ,
interdisciplinary program within
the College of Arts and Sciences.
It has grown from 35 to nearly
100 majors toitav
/

The new Bowen-Thompson Student
Union opens after a two-year
S32 million renovation.

.-

Creation of the BGeXpenence
Program for select firstryear students,
focused on helping students
explore and develop their values.
Building Dreams Centennial Can:
is initiated, the most ambitious fundrais
ing campaign in the University's history.
As of July 2008 Ihe overall goal of S120
million has been reached with a stand
ing total of, nearly S135 million gained
with the campaign not to conclude until
Dec. 31,2008.

■ The University's Electric Vehicle
Institute received conl
funding from NASA for indevelopment of technology dei
from its hybrid bus pi
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By Qma Potthoff

Bowen-Thompson Student Union
ne nl the lira requests
students made to
-lent Sidney Ribciu
was lor a new or renovated
-Indent union
Students fell there was ,i need
lor a Facility to be the center ol
campus, .ind the current union
wasn't meeting their needs
\ Student Union Task Force
set out to develop a plan,
lite members recommended
construction lor a new Union or
renovation ol the current one to
begin by the 1997-98 school >ear
v\ rial I've heard from students
Ve talked with is a need lor a
place lor programming and a

comfortable space for students
just to be themselves," Ribcau
said of the union in 19%
the student union as a leaching
and learning environment, righl
up there at ihe top in term- ol
priorities."
Construction of ihe S12
million project was approved by
trdol trustees in December
of 1999 and was completed in
2002
The Union reopened its doors
to the Bowling Green community
midnight Jan I 5, 2002. after two
years of construction
The 210,00 square-fool
facility doubled in size and added

computer lab space, a University
bookstore, more dining options,
more lounging areas and much
more
I hough the Union was
completed with the help of
many private donors, the largest
contributors were Robert M
and Ellen (Bowen) Thompson, a
husband and wife who donated
$1 million to the project
The Bowen Thompson Student
I Inlon bears their name as
reminder ol their generosity and
the Union has taken iis place as
the heart ol campus

BGSU

Points of Pride

The Sebo
Athletic Center
he Sebo Athletic Center
was also added during
Ribeau's presidency.
Talks for a new student-athlete
center began in 2001, but n was
J Robert "Bob" Sebo who made
the dream a reality. Sebo. a 1958
University graduate, donated S3.5
million to the project, leading the
list of 496 donors.
"I see ihe success of our
athletes once again generating
a positive attitude among our
students and alums," Sebo said
when the center officially opened
on Scpi 22. 2007.
Ribeau praised the new center
as a pan of ihe Building Dreams
campaign
"It's a symbol of possibilities.
We re building dreams, athletic
dreams, academic dreams,"
Ribeau said at ihe center's
dedication.
The center houses training
facilities for student athletes
involved in the University's 18
varsity sports, the football team's
locker room and meeting rooms
and oil..

The Wolfe
Center for
Performing Arts

Under the leadership of
President Ribeau,
the University
has received many
awards for its

new center tor arts is
also in the works for
the University.
The Wolfe Center for Performing
Arts will house dance, theater, art
and music departments and stateof-the-an technology and design.
Construction of the new building
is set to begin in April 2009 and
expected completion of the S40
million project is January 2011.
Though Ribeau will noi be at the
University for its completion, he
was present at the final Board of
Trustee meeting that approved its
construction.
"We're very excited aboul it."
said Michael Marsh, chair of ihe
board. "It's a great opportunity to
showcase BG."

accomplishments:
US News & World Report
ranks BGSU's residential learning communities among the
nation's best. Peers on the list
include Duke, Yale. Vanderbilt.
the University of WisconsinMadison, and the University
of Michigan.
U.S. News also places BGSU
third among over 200
national universities in terms
of achieving a much higher
graduation rate than, what the
characteristics of our entering
students would predict.
The American Association of
Stole Co//eges and Universities
officially recognized the leadership and innovation of our
teacher education programs

The Stroh

Convocation
Center
he University received the
largest gift in us 100-year
history for the creation
of a new convocation center this
pasi March.
Kermu and Mary Lu Stroh,
two long-time supporters of the
University, donated S8 million
to partially lund the new $36
million project, which is set to be
completed in 2012.
The convocation center,
which will be named the Stroh
Convocation Center, will be a
5,000-scat arena on the east side
of campus.
Ribeau praised the versatility
of ihe new center at the formal
donation ceremony
"Weil finally have a facility for
graduation and to attract major
speakers and events," he said. "It's
going to serve the University well
and for a long, long time "

In a survey of high school
guidance counselors, BGSU was
named among the "328 Most
Interesting Colleges." defined as
institutions noted for student
satisfaction and campus beauty.
BGSU was the first choice of
82 percent of entering freshmen. The Honors Program is
well established with more
than 900 students and is also
attracting record numbers
of freshmen.
We have nationally renowned
programs in both our traditional areas of strength (Education
and Human Development,
Industrial and Organizational
Psychology) as well as
important emerging fields
(Applied Philosophy,
Photochemical Sciences).
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■ The Wright Photoscience
I
Laboratory (WPL) is established
in conjunction with the Center
for Photochemical Sciences, to
partner with university labs and
industries in the development of
new, commercial technologies. The
%? million in Wright
Capital Funding, a key part of
Ohio's Third Frontier Initiative.
will set up a Photoinsitrumentation
and Photopolymerization
Laboratory.
i

■ The S8 million Cedar Point
Center at BGSU Firelands opens.
housing state-of-the-art
classrooms, space for on ■siteprofessional workshops and
facilities for class for local
business and induslry.
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The Dallas/Hamilton Center for
Entrepreneurial Leadership is
established which will eventually
include academic programs,
community entrepreneurial
leadership programs and education
outreach programs to the general
community.

The first ever Bowling Green 51
University student receives a Fulbnqm
grant. Sarah Ford was one of five
students selected to qo to Russia,
where she taught Englisl.
school.
The public phase oi thi Building
Dreams Centennial Campaign
is launched
First campus wide BGeXperience
^Program for Ins: yeai si
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^Xoncluding Thoughts of Sidney Ribeau
Q&A with the President

July 8. 2008
Dear Students,
nrivileqe it Is to have been your
I want to express what a P^J
at Bow|lng
resident for the past thirteen years Mr£**«
and yet,
Green State Unrversity «ems to ha e P^s*d y
^^
looking back now, it is easy *f^™^enr Union, the
had over the years: the B^"-^^anM Marathon, the BG
^ Qur |eammg
incept,on of *e «rnpus shutrte «j- ^

within me.
k QW many students
, had the opportune to get to know
y
^
during my tenure, and .,continue to be r* PJ*^ op
^
by ,he level of success that ou achieve
the field, in the laboratory, and . you_nves V
^^
Our students are exceptional gfteA and Jou
^
this time and again through your leaderjh.p y
^
your academic and athletic triumphs^ Idm
V
&

students to follow
rnneaQue Dr. Carol A. Cartwright,
My good friend and colleague u
former president of Kent State ^^^^rrnW
interim president I ^^^SHntinue BGSU's
into our campus community as she works t
institution
movement into a future of mnovaton ^ ^ d , know tnat

Compiled and Edited By:
Scott Recker
MEDIA Oncoflhc things
you said when you came
is thai you wanted our
graduates lo he unique
individuals and wanted
them to engage in the
community. When you asked
at graduation how many
students were involved on
campus or in the community
last year more than 80
percent of students stood
up, compared to lower
percentages in the past. How
did that make you («■<■!'

Ml IMA Your colleagues
mentioned when you first
came here you wanted lo
build a strong community
and yon wauled lo educate
a person not jusi in an
academic way. but as a
whole. Could you expand
on thai?

RIBI Al Somi >\ here along the
line in my own educational
■ iences I cam
tand that iu-; bet ausc
ifled m the
m athletics PI in -. ience
doesn't mean thej are a fully
developed responsible > i
I here i- in. :
one's
RIBEAI The numberol
I i.1 .'i one's -kill, in make one
students who are engaged in
■ :1K .mi member ol our
service to others is incredible. It
communit) I think I was i
would have gone bat k in
to 10 percent Now to have over product .'I college muni
during the 60s where tii
80 percent in dance marathon,
a strong feeling among students
working in neighborhood
that you belong to a generation
organizations, the teen center,
thai \\a> special. An<\ that you
counseling centers jusi
arc being prepare d to make a
giving ol their lime, working
diffen
m the public schools tul
Ml Dl \ Thirteen wars is
students. I think n speaks to
considered lo he a long
not only the professionalism ol
our students, but their -.CUM ol lime to he president of a
University, What are some
Involvement emotionally, and
that's probably one ol the things of the changes you have
seen in your time here at
that I'm most proud about .it
the University and in higher
Bowling Green State Universit)
education in general*
We have wonderful students
coming into our I Iniversit)
Rihcau: When I stalled back
with a range ol academic
received abo i
preparations and a range of
nl ol our support from
geographical differentiations.
the state and about JO percent
But it's not how the\ come in
was self-generated Now we
that s most important to inc. u s receive ab.nu 10 percent from
how they leave
the si.uc and 70 percent

ited. So the) want more
reports, more documentation,
bin [they give] less support,
and it takes a lot ol tune so
that s one thing that s different
Something that I thmk is good
-late level |now ] is we are
belter al aligning our academic
i- w ith economic
development, and how our
academic programs .mo\ our
help- the state

I think when we fitsi
-tailed people were . auliously
optimistic I hey wanted
\ 1 he administration
thai preceded me had been in
there lor over I \ years I he)
wanted a different style Ihcy
wanted iflange In terms ol
personalit) or style. I am very
different from my pi
I would | bet I that ni\ successoi
will be very different than me
I think people were leads fot
something different
Ml DIA You mentioned the
funding has gone from 70/JO
to 10.70. Has a significant
amount of your lime lately
been spent trying to raise
revenue for the University?
RIBEAl

"He's a uniter. He built
community and made
it possible for the whole
University to move
forward. He makes
everyone around him a
better person."
Michael Marsh,
University Board of Trustees
member and immediate
past president.

The Laboratory for Computational
Photochemistry & Pholobiology
(LCPP) is created.
A master's degree program in cross
cultural and international education is
created in theCollege ol Education and
Human Development. ,
A bachelor of science in business
administration with a specialization in
i.il business is created for Firelands
students where they may earn the
four year degree without leaving the
regional campus.

That's

thing We should be
working jwith] the state to help
t reate more job opportunities
and create greater access for
students lo two and foui yeat
M hools
Ml DIA: You mentioned thai
students supported you
almost from the beginning.
When did the faculty and
staff jump on board?

[I spend] a lot

more time in development
fundraising activities The next
president will spend 40 to 50
ii ol his or her time on
the road trying to raise funds
MEDIA What has surprised
you most in your I 1 years as
president?
RIBEAU: |l was surprisedl
how supportive, how bright,
how energetic, how optimistic
Our students are You're going
and you're going
to disagree aboui issues on
campus, priorities., students

have then views, bin the) care
a lot about the Universit) I he)
care a lol about one another
Ihcy generall) want to make
this a better place, and that
has been consistent for I *
years A second thing I think
is thai our alums, from New
York to t alifornia, are reall)
apprec iative ol the education
the) re. eived al Bowling Green
and [are] very much willing
and grateful for an opportunit)
lo give back and meet w nh
students and support students
MI-PI.\ There have been
rumors for some lime I hat
several universities have
been trying lo steal you
away? Why did you choose
Howard?
RIBEAl II you .ue a longstanding president and voui
successful, search firms contact
you all ihe time. Ever) year
Ithere are| several, but usually
|l| sa\ no or maybe, ot HI say
I'll talk to you. Throughout
the years I have talked lo
other universities Howard
was unique in thai 1 said no
when the search firm contacted
me. and finally they said just
come talk to the chairs of the
seanh committee And I said
I'm not really interested, but
who [are the chairs of the
search committee], just out
ol curiosity And the) said it
was General Colin Powell. So
the) said |iist come and talk to
the General and Hick I'arsons
a I 0 of Time Warner). Sol
w.iii and 1 JUSI talked lo them,
and ihe difference maker was I
asked each of them, Why are
you here? I said [to General
Colin Powell] why are you
lure, you didn't go lo Howard.

The University is one of five colleges and
universities wose curriculum engagement with
the community is recogrized by the Carnegie
Foundation for Ihe Advancement of Teaching.
The University is seine ted as a recipient of
the 2007 Council for Higher Education
Accreditation Award for Institutional Progress
in Student learning Outcomes.
National Center for Marriage Research opens
Sebo Athletic Center opens with new sports
medicine, rehabilitation and strength training
facilities 10 benefit all 18 varsity bporls ml

"President Ribeau i
I served together as
colleague leaders of
Ohio public universities
for 11 years. I followed
his achievements at
BGSU and admired the
leadership he provided
to BGSU and on behalf
of higher education in
Ohio. In particular, he
implemented significant
programs for students
to assure that they had
authentic opportunities
to be engaged in the real world of important 21 st
Century learning and employment skills. It is a
privilege to build on his legacy."

Dr. Carol Cartwright,
former President, Kent State University 1991 -2006,
interim President of Bowling Green State University.

you didnl go to a hi-.tork.illy
RIBF.Al' Ihe lust war you are
black college You went to l ity
60 bus) you don't know where
i ollege He said 'Because I
you are You are oblivious to
believe m ihe mission.' Dick
youi surroundings. 1 don't look
Parsons didn'i go to Howard, he forward to the firsl year—
didn't go to a historic ally black
starling over again It's 20 hours
I ollege, and he said ihe same
a day, seven days a week. Now
ihing
it's like 12 or 13 hours a day.
MEDIA How did you
six days a week When you
transition from California to
first starl Ithere arc] literally
Bowling Green? How do you
thousands of people to meet.
plan to transition to Howard?
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS AND CREDITS
With this lection ihe star! ol the 6G News. Student Publications and UniGraphics have
attempted to capture many ol tne achievement* and accomplishments ol Bowltng Green
Slate Universit/ under ihe leadership of President Sidney Ribeau during the last 13 years.
We apologize m advance for any oversight or omission of events, people or places that might
also have been included m this section, but weren't And while these s>* pages may be a
tribute 10 his vision and leadership. Dr Ribeau would be the first to say that we all share as
a community in these achievements, and these outcomes are through the work, ol our entire
community, and thai is where the credit should lie. Nonetheless, we say than* you and best
wishes, but not goodbye
Content for these pages was drawn Irons seveial pievious published sources including,
the BG News, "te KEY yearbook. At 6G magazine BGSU magazine, bcflrsmg magazine, the
Bowling Green State University Web site. University Archives, the BGSU Office of Marketing
and Communications, and fist feu/ Insight magazine
Special thanks to bglmng magazine for usage of the photograph on the cover.

Aulhorizaton is given to proceed with the
construction of the S12 million Wolf.for the Arts, which when completed, will
contain classrooms and production and
studio spaces lining students and (acuity
in the School of Ait, Department ol Theatn
and Film and the College ol Musical An-.
Presidenl Ribeau announces he will
Bowling Green State University to assume
the presidency al Howard University.

